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Executive Summary
This study was commissioned by The City of Port Moody to investigate and compare all alternatives to the
present right-of-way in Bert Flinn Park, a significant contiguous natural area for wildlife movement, and recreation
within the City, including the possibility of alternate rights-of-way that do not bisect the park, existing roads, rightsof-way, and potential new rights-of-way using traffic, environmental, and financial analysis. A number of related
components were not within the scope of this study and will be addressed at a later date, they include the
potential removal of the road right-of-way through Bert Flinn Park, since Council has deferred consideration of this
question, specific development options or scenarios for the Ioco Lands area, and traffic impacts to Inlet Centre
and Moody Centre.
An existing road right-of-way exists through Bert Flinn Park and would extend David Avenue from Heritage
Mountain Boulevard to Sunnyside Road in Anmore. The Ministry of Transportation and Highways also envisaged
this roadway would connect to the proposed Squamish Connector east of Indian Arm in 1995. Concerns over
environmental impacts and impacts to park users are a primary driver for this study into alternatives to the existing
right-of-way.
Factors considered in the review of options included understanding the capacity of existing roadways to
accommodate more development, understanding how much capacity a new road through Bert Flinn Park would
provide, understanding how other connections may serve existing residents and the Ioco Lands development.
Ultimately the goal of this study is to identify all the advantages and disadvantages of each option to allow
decision makers to make informed decisions.
16 Options were considered in total. Eleven are not recommended for further consideration including:

Option C: Sunnyside Road/East road Improvements: This option provides little benefit and does little to
serve the Ioco Lands.


Option E: Strong Road Connector: This option was rejected as a standalone option as it would not
provide a sufficiently short route to attract traffic. It is still considered in combination with Option G.



Option F: Bert Flinn North Perimeter: This option provides little benefit over the existing right-of-way, is
longer, thus higher cost, and impacts more trails.



Option G: East Road Connector: This option was rejected as a standalone option as it would not provide
a sufficiently short route to attract traffic. It is still considered in combination with Option E.



Option I: East Road Short Connector: This option provides little benefit and does little to serve the Ioco
Lands.



Option J: April Road – Right-of-Way Connector: While a good solution to improve accessibility options
for residents of April Road, this option provides little benefit and does little to serve the Ioco Lands.



Option K: April Road – Parkside Drive Connector: While a good solution to improve accessibility options
for residents of April Road and Parkside Drive, this option provides little benefit and does little to serve
the Ioco Lands.



Option L: Was discontinued from consideration early in the process, provides similar benefits to Option J
and K with significantly greater impacts.



Option M: Railway right-of-Way: This option is only feasible if Imperial Oil discontinues operations.
There has been no suggestion to date that this is likely.



Option N: Burrard Inlet Bridge: This option is only feasible if sufficient density would be permitted to
support the high cost of such a large bridge. There has been no suggestion to date that this is likely.



Option P: Tunnel Through Bert Flinn Park: This option is only feasible if sufficient density would be
permitted to support the high cost of a tunnel. There has been no suggestion to date that this is likely.

Five options have been recommended for further consideration include:

Option A: Use Existing Road Network: This option proposes no new infrastructure, it should continue to
be considered with limited development of the Ioco Lands.
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Option B: Existing Right-of-Way: The existing right-of-way should continue to be considered until such
time as decision makers rule it out due to environmental, park user impacts, or insufficient development
potential v the cost of construction.



Option D: Ioco Road improvements: Would include improvements to increase vehicle capacity on Ioco
Road, by way of increasing the northbound left turn capacity at the Ioco Road, Heritage Mountain
Boulevard/Ungless Way Intersection and traffic signals at strategic locations along Ioco Road.



Option H: Strong Road and East Road Connector: These two options together provide similar benefits to
the existing right-of-way (Option B) while marinating integrity of the park at the expense of disruption to
residents on Strong Road.



Option O: TDM Improvements: This option should be mandatory as a requirement for whatever other
option is ultimately selected. The feasibility of TDM components will vary based on the development
content and road network option selected.

Traffic performance was an important component of the analysis of options. Two existing key intersections
predominantly control the flow of traffic to and from the study area. Those are the Ioco Road/Heritage Mountain
Boulevard /Ungless way intersection and the David Avenue/Forest Parkway intersection. Analysis of the Ioco
Road intersection indicates that a new road through the existing right-of-way (Option B) would better distribute
traffic and make better use of the existing Ioco Road intersection. However, the benefit is relatively small. After
iterative testing of the existing road network scenario, with no new roadway, the intersection fails when the Ioco
Lands development reaches approximately 450 single family homes. With the new road as proposed in Option B,
the intersection fails when development reaches approximately 800 single family homes. The main constraint for
the do-nothing scenario is the northbound left turn in the PM peak hour. This constraint could be overcome by
providing a dual left turn, and a subsequent merge lane downstream on Ioco Road westbound, this provides
significant extra capacity and could theoretically allow for a development of up to 1,100 single family homes.
However, this solution while acceptable at an intersection level may have large implications for residents on Ioco
Road.
To assess the potential impacts to residents along Ioco Road, traffic performance was assessed at the
intersection with April Road/Alderside Road and Maude Road. Both of these intersection present challenges to
increasing traffic volumes on Ioco Road. The April Road/Alderside Road intersection provides access to the
largest residential catchment along Ioco road, and therefore features a high number of southbound left turn
movements towards Port Moody centre and beyond, however the Ioco Road volumes are at moderate levels at
this intersection. The Maude Road intersection provides access for a large multi-family home development
creating moderate volumes of southbound left turners, and as it is located adjacent to the Ioco Road traffic signal,
traffic volumes on Ioco Road are at their highest past this intersection. The performance of the Maude Road
intersection proved critical in determining the limits of extra traffic that can be accommodated along Ioco Road.
Analysis of this intersection demonstrated it would experience unacceptable delays when development of the Ioco
Lands reached approximately 100 units. By constructing the new road through the park or via Strong Road/East
Road, existing traffic and development traffic would divert and development potential increased to 500 units
before delays became unacceptable.
The David Avenue/Forest Parkway intersection also plays an important but somewhat lesser role in
accommodating traffic in and out of the study area. The analysis of this intersection demonstrated that
performance remained at acceptable levels through all scenarios assessed.
With regard to the environmental review of options, those options which route through the park present significant
risk and impacts which must follow strict regulatory proposals. Essentially, on environmental grounds, an option
which avoids Bert Flinn Park is preferable. If the traffic capacity and distribution benefits of providing a new
roadway through Bert Flinn Park are deemed to be worthwhile, the existing right-of-way provides marginally less
risk, but would still have significant environmental and park impacts, requiring significant environmental and
habitat compensation.
In summary, with no new roadway, development would be restricted to approximately 100 units or equivalent
traffic, similar to the existing zoning allowances. The potential new road through Bert Flinn Park would allow up to
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500 units to be accommodated, at the expense of disruption to environmentally sensitive areas, wildlife habitats,
destruction of trail systems, disruption to park continuity, and subject to the alignment, potential property impacts.
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1.0
Introduction
This study was commissioned by The City of Port Moody to investigate and compare all alternatives to the
present right-of-way in Bert Flinn Park, a significant contiguous natural area for wildlife movement, and recreation
within the City, including the possibility of alternate rights-of-way that do not bisect the park, existing roads, rightsof-way, and potential new rights-of-way using traffic, environmental, and financial analysis. The existing right of
way is identified in the Official Community Plan Road Network Map as a future municipal arterial (Circled red in
Figure 1-1). The review is intended to be a high level desktop study to providing a Multiple Account Evaluation
(MAE) for all options to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each option and allow decision makers to
make an informed decision. A number of related components were not within the scope of this study and will be
addressed at a later date, they include the potential removal of the road right-of-way through Bert Flinn Park,
since Council has deferred consideration of this question, specific development options or scenarios for the Ioco
Lands area, and traffic impacts to Inlet Centre and Moody Centre.

Figure 1-1: OCP Road Network Map 4

1.1

Project History

The East/West Connector in Port Moody was conceived in the early 1980’s to serve as an extension to the
proposed David Avenue Connector in Coquitlam as part of the 1989 Freedom to Move: Report of the Greater
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Vancouver Transportation Task Force. The East/West Connector was designed to provide a permanent access
route to the Village of Anmore via David Avenue and Heritage Mountain Boulevard.
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways authorized McElhanney Consulting Services Ltd. (McElhanney) to
conduct a preliminary study and recommend an optimum alignment for the East/West Connector from David
Avenue in Coquitlam to the proposed Squamish Connector east of Indian Arm in 1995. Several alternatives had
been evaluated and a 4-lane arterial roadway with a 1.75 metres wide centre median was proposed with
estimated costs in the region of $20M (Approximately $30M in today’s dollar based on inflation), an interim design
providing only two lanes was also proposed with a cost of $12.4M (Approximately $18.5M in today’s dollar based
on inflation). After public consultation, the right-of-way for the East/West Connector through neighborhoods
spanning both sides of the proposed East/West Connector was registered and a trunk water main along part of
this alignment implemented in 1995.
As a portion of the Ioco Lands was under development, the City of Port Moody planned to extend David Avenue
westward to service these properties. McElhanney conducted a conceptual study and drafted alignment options
provided to prospective purchasers of the Ioco Lands in 2009. However, further study and review were required to
finalize an alignment. McElhanney was later engaged by James KM Cheng Architects in 2016 to develop a
conceptual study of David Avenue Extension to Sunnyside Road alternatives. Roadway, bridge, length, right-ofway, park impacts and residential impact were taken into consideration, and a refined option was proposed. The
proposed option included use of the existing road right-of-way through Bert Flinn Park, a roadway with 60 km/hr
design speed and maximum 10% grade, bridge with 205 metres span and 2% grade without curvature. It also had
the least amount of park and residential impact compared with other options. The disadvantages of this concept
includes the requirement to aquire property on the west side of Mossom Creek adjacent to Ludlow Lane in the
village of Anmore and maximum 10% gradient east of the bridge.

1.2

The Ioco Lands

The Ioco Lands site is currently owned by BCG Developments. There is a project website at www.iocolands.ca.
Their vision for the community is as follows “Inspired by the idea of living in the forest, BCG envisions a
community that is in harmony with its hillside trees and vegetation and clear, flowing, salmon-bearing creeks while
at the same time re-energizing the site’s unique heritage and restoring a vibrant community heart where local
residents live, work, shop, play and create.
This new community will create shoreline and waterfront access for new and existing residents to enjoy from land
and water, connecting the water to a trail system that delivers new opportunities for recreation and that connects
with popular regional parks.
These three dimensions of the IOCO Lands make up a complete community that offers a range of housing types
– seniors, empty nesters, young families, artists, and students — a diverse community that is exciting yet
accessible, and always sustainable.
Our Proposed Sustainable Design Principles:

Integration + Diversity


Well-Loved Places



Vibrancy



Heritage



Environment



Sustainability



Waterfront Access + Activity



Connecting Communities



Getting Around IOCO”

The Ioco Lands development includes approximately 250 acres of land at the west end of Ioco Road and
Sunnyside Road. This comprises 150 acres of land in Anmore and 100 acres in Port Moody. The actual
developable area within the Ioco Lands is much less at approximately 153 acres due to existing creeks and
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setbacks, roadways and designated park areas. Figure 1-2, shows the land allocations identified by BCG
Developments.

Figure 1-2: BCG Owned Land (From June 2017 BCG Public Engagement Discussion Guide)
The number of homes that could be accommodated on such a parcel varies depending on density. Based on
current zoning the lands have a development potential of just 111 single family homes and a marina. However,
given the special study area designation and developers intentions, it is anticipated that higher levels of
development could occur on the lands. Typical densities for the land uses anticipated are given below:

Large lot rural single family – 1 Unit per Acre (If 100% of development, would provide 153 units)


Small lot urban single family – 4 Units per Acre (If 100% of development, would provide 612 units)



Townhomes – 12 Units per Acre (If 100% of development, would provide 1,836 units)



Mid-rise apartments – 60 Units per Acre (If 100% of development, however unlikely, would provide 9,180
units)

It is not the intent of this report to dictate or recommend proposed development content. However, the above
numbers may help build a picture of the type of development that would be feasible, when compared with traffic
analysis presented further on in this study. Current BCG public engagement materials suggest a number of
townhome and low-mid-rise apartments, with small commercial centres, and single family homes.
Public engagement has been ongoing since 2015, at those early events, with regard to transportation, the general
feeling was summarised as follows “Getting Around – safe walking and cycling paths as well as hiking trails were
a very common theme across various groups, as was access from Anmore to the waterfront and from the
old townsite to Newport Village. Many people expressed concerns about increased traffic in the area and
suggested improved transit services, including buses, potential rapid transit on the existing rail line and ferry
service to Rocky Point.”
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In the latest June 2017 Discussion Guide, the developer asked for feedback on design principles and their
benefits. With respect to transportation, this included the following:

“Principle 8 Connecting Communities: Develop a comprehensive regional transportation strategy to limit
impacts on the environment and neighbouring communities. Potential benefits:
o MULTI-MODAL CONNECTIVITY

Reduce carbon emissions from private vehicles

Connect local communities without increasing demand on existing services

Anticipate future transportation needs
o ENHANCE CHARACTER & COMMUNITY

Provide local connections that are sensitive to the existing landscape

Minimize environmental impacts
o MANAGE FUTURE TRANSPORTATION DEMANDS

Use technology and work with the existing community to monitor current and manage
future transportation demands

Expand nearby amenities and services

Guide and modify performance-based initiatives


Principle 9 Getting Around Ioco: Make all forms of mobility convenient and effective for residents and
visitors. Potential Benefits:
o WALKING & CYCLING

Adopt pedestrian-oriented street design that ensures internal bicycle networks connect
with the external trail networks

Create a more human-scale environment with shared zones, narrow roads,
interconnected walkway networks and street fronting commercial areas

Promote a bicycle share program
o TRANSIT PLANNING

Approach planning from a transit-oriented perspective that anticipates future increase
in demand:

o



All residents should be within 400 to 600 metres of transit stop



Integrate transit stops with commercial centres


Develop demand-response transit services using the latest technology
PROMOTE SMART TRANSPORTATION

Adopt new technologies to encourage advanced transportation opportunities (electric
bikes, autonomous vehicles, and rideshare)

Reduce carbon emissions

Adopt strategies that will reduce on-site parking demand”

These principles are all commendable in isolation. However, until a development plan and associated
transportation network and service improvements are identified, there is no indication that they are achievable.
Initiatives may reduce the automobile demand of a development, but the development itself will create many new
automobile trips compared with the existing condition, particularly considering its current context in a semi-rural
location. Likewise, having all residents close to a transit stop, is only of significant value if transit services are at a
frequency that would encourage significant use.
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1.3

City of Port Moody Four Pillars

The City promotes its sustainability model based on four pillars: Environmental, Economic, Social and Cultural.
Consideration of any initiative within the city should address and support these pillars.
Environmental Sustainability:

Planning for the enjoyment of our natural environment, while minimizing our impact.


Preserving environmentally sensitive areas and supporting the efforts of our stewardship groups.

Economic Sustainability:

Planning for long-term economic stability for the City through efficient human resource and facility
management.


Sound purchasing policies and full life cycle cost accounting.



Maintaining tax levels at affordable rates for all members of the community.



Creating positive business opportunities for local employment and supporting local business activities.

Social Sustainability:

People living and growing in their neighbourhoods, and fulfilling spiritual, creative and physical needs
throughout their lives.


Adapting to the desires of different age groups, ethnicity and beliefs in a single community.



Planning neighbourhoods to encourage and foster social interaction.

Cultural Sustainability:

Recognizing history, traditions, social values and community culture in planning for the future here in the
City of the Arts.


Supporting cultural groups and their activities.



Developing a range of spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features characterizing a society or
social group.

The most applicable pillar with regard to this project is the environmental pillar. The proposed roadway alignment
while technically not a dedicated park, would have significant impacts to a significant contiguous natural area for
wildlife movement, and recreation within the City. The construction of a new roadway and bridge over the creek
would undoubtedly reduce enjoyment of the park by hikers, bikers, and walkers (including dog walkers) and
create significant environmental impacts where there are currently none. The pillar also discusses preserving
environmentally sensitive areas, of which the park is undoubtedly one, as is the Mossom Creek ravine.

1.3.1

City of Port Moody OCP

The City of Port Moody Official Community Plan was adopted by Council on October 14, 2014. The portion of the
Ioco Lands within the OCP is designated as a special study area subject to further analysis. Future development
of this area will require the developer and/or landowner to prepare a comprehensive land use plan and full
environmental assessment prior to any large scale development application that addresses the following: The
protection and enhancement of environmentally sensitive areas; The potential consolidation of environmentally
sensitive areas into Bert Flinn Park; Potential traffic impacts on Ioco Road.
Bert Flinn Park, despite previous intentions to develop is identified as parks and open space, albeit the right of
way remains through the park and is technically not itself designated park space. The road network map still
identifies the right of way as a future municipal arterial road, bike and pedestrian route.
With regard to transportation, the OCP states “This OCP recognizes the need to reduce negative impacts of nonlocal traffic passing through the City both on main roads and side streets. Several key transportation
improvements the City will pursue to mitigate traffic problems include the implementation of: improvements to the
road network to accommodate increasing traffic to recreational facilities such as Buntzen Lake and Belcarra
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Regional Park, which includes a proposed westerly extension of David Avenue west of Heritage Mountain
Boulevard; and safety improvements to Ioco Road between First Ave and Maude Road.”
In an effort to initiate a rebirth of the Ioco Townsite, infill single family residential development will be allowed
within the Ioco Heritage Conservation Area. The completion of an east-west connection to David Avenue will be
required for any future development in the IOCO Lands area except for infill houses within the Ioco Heritage
Conservation Area.

1.4

Village of Anmore OCP

The Village of Anmore Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 532, 2014 contains a number of policies relating to the
development of the Ioco Lands and the David Avenue extension which are provided below.
“The Imperial Oil Lands (IOCO Lands) in the southwest part of Anmore is considered as a major future
development area. Its development will be subject to the preparation of a comprehensive development plan that
would address land use and density, environmental attributes, servicing, transportation, community amenities,
parkland and financial implications. The development of the IOCO Lands will take place in accordance with the
fundamental principles of this Plan and should differentiate itself through its commitment to environmental
preservation, high-levels of sustainable building performance and its creation of a walkable community that is well
integrated with the existing community.
Conversations regarding the future of the IOCO Lands have been ongoing for many years. The Special Study
Area designation highlights the need for further discussion and study. While no plan or proposal has been
submitted by the property owners, the lands are currently for sale, which has spurred much discussion within the
community about what these lands could become if and when redeveloped.
Policy IOLU–1: The Village has serious concerns with the David Avenue extension alignment options explored to
date by the property owners due, in part, to the potential environmental, community and social impacts to
Anmore. The extension of David Avenue into the Village of Anmore is a primary issue requiring further discussion
and resolution as part of any future planning and development of the Lands.
Policy IOLU–2: The Village does not support the bearing of any of the costs related to the exploration, design
and/or construction of the extension of David Avenue, nor does it support taking on the responsibility for the longterm maintenance of the required road and bridge structure, inherent in any extension concept.
Policy IOLU–3: The Village supports the completion of a cost-recovered neighbourhood planning process, funded
by the applicant, complete with extensive community and stakeholder engagement, through which the applicant
and the Village will jointly explore appropriate uses and forms of development. Such a process should, ideally,
include joint discussions with the City of Port Moody and include further technical analysis, which may include but
not be limited to: The provisions of a traffic impact study(ies); Projections of the resulting new population; An
assessment of the amenity needs generated as a result of the new population; An analysis of the potential job
creation/employment impacts; A complete analysis of impacts upon Village finances resulting from development
(revenues and expenditures as well as capital and operating considerations); and the preparation of
environmental assessments.
Policy IOLU–4: In consideration of the future, any development of the IOCO Lands should strive to achieve the
highest levels of neighborhood performance relating to: minimizing environmental impact, limiting energy
requirements and related GHG footprint, reducing potable water and other resource consumption, minimizing
surface runoff while maximizing at-source infiltration, maximizing waste diversion from the region's landfills, and
the delivery of overall design excellence; all contributing positively to the existing character of the Village.”

1.5

City of Port Moody Transportation Plan

The City has recently updated its Transportation Plan, TransPort Moody: Our Vision Forward, endorsed by
Council on March 14, 2017. Specifically relating to Ioco Road, the Transportation Plan states:
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“Ioco Road is part of the MRN and plays an important inter-municipal role to provide connections to Anmore and
Belcarra, as well as the Buntzen Lake area which attracts numerous visitors, causing higher traffic volumes in the
summer months. The 4-kilometre, two-way road between First Avenue and Maude Road is a windy road with
several horizontal and vertical curves; however, vehicles speeds are generally higher than the posted speed limit
of 50 kilometres per hour . Over the past several years, many residents have questioned the safety for vehicles,
pedestrians and bicycles using the corridor.
In 2010, the City conducted the Ioco Road Safety Improvements Project. In addition, utility assessments along
Ioco corridor are currently underway. All projects identified in short and medium term in the report are complete or
on-hold following utility improvements for the north shore of Port Moody. If extensive repairs that involve open
excavations along this corridor are required, the Master Transportation Plan recommends installing new
sidewalks and on-street bicycle lanes for each direction or, installing a shared use pathway in street restoration
works. If repair work does not require extensive open excavation work, the Master Transportation Plan
recommends sidewalk improvements (as identified in the Ioco Road Safety Improvements Project report) for
areas east of Barber Street to Knowle Street to be undertaken alongside installation of new bicycle and
pedestrian facilities west of April Rd to First Avenue (also in this report). These improvements projects will provide
continuous sidewalks for the corridor and bicycle facilities for the entire corridor (either on Ioco Road itself or the
parallel connection of Inlet Trail, Alderside Road and Ioco Road west of April).
The Ioco Road corridor currently serves as the main access for the Ioco Townsite heritage area. The Ioco
Townsite area is designated in the Official Community Plan (OCP) as a Special Study Area. For Special Study
Areas, the OCP requires that a local area or development plan be prepared and reviewed as part of any
redevelopment proposal for these areas. This development plan will include a detailed transportation impact
assessment that details access and egress for the development areas and impacts of the proposed development
on the transportation network that will help guide informed decisions for how best to move forward.”
With respect to David Avenue and the proposed extension, the Transportation Plan states:
“David Avenue is an arterial road that was completed as an east-west route as part of the development of
Heritage Mountain and Heritage Woods. David Avenue provides a regional connection to Anmore through Forest
Park Way (which is owned by Port Moody) to East Road (which is owned by Anmore and is part of the TransLink
funded and regulated Major Road Network (MRN). Further east, portions of David Avenue east of Pipeline Road
in Coquitlam are also designated as part of the MRN. David Avenue has a right-of-way that was acquired to
accommodate a future extension west in conjunction with potential redevelopment of the Ioco Townsite Lands. If
David Avenue is extended, the Master Transportation Plan recognizes the need to ensure bicycle and pedestrians
facilities are incorporated into the roadway, impacts to adjacent park lands are minimized, and access to the park
is maintained. Further, if David Avenue is extended, the City should continue to work with TransLink to have this
corridor added to the TransLink funded and regulated Major Road Network.
David Avenue currently serves as the secondary access for the Ioco Townsite heritage area. The Ioco Townsite
area is designated in the Official Community Plan (OCP) as a Special Study Area. For Special Study Areas, the
OCP requires that a local area or development plan be prepared and reviewed as part of any redevelopment
proposal for these areas. This development plan will include a detailed transportation impact assessment that
details access and egress for the development areas and impacts of the proposed development on the
transportation network that will help guide informed decisions for how best to move forward.
The City is currently investigating other options for the David Avenue Extension. This investigation will include an
assessment of transportation, environmental and financial components.”
While the plan discusses the above road network improvements, the general direction of the plan is focussed on
complete streets, improvements for sustainable modes of transportation, transit orientated development, safety
for all modes of transportation, prioritising people movement over vehicle movement, and compact livable
communities.
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1.6

Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy

Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future, the regional growth strategy, represents the collective vision for how
our region is going to accommodate the 1 million people and over 500,000 jobs that are expected to come to the
region in the next 25 years.
Metro 2040 was unanimously adopted in 2011 by 21 municipalities, TransLink and adjacent regional districts. It
contains strategies to advance five goals related to urban development, the regional economy, the environment
and climate change, housing and community amenities, and integrating land use and transportation.
Metro 2040 sets out goals, strategies and policies to guide the future growth of the region and provides the land
use framework for transportation, economic, housing, utility (water, liquid waste and solid waste), environmental
and climate change planning.
Implementing the strategy means putting Metro 2040's goals into practice, including:

Containing growth within a defined area and channeling it into vibrant, livable Urban Centres


Supporting the region’s economy, by protecting industrial and agricultural lands and ensuring their
efficient use



Protecting the region’s valuable natural environment and promoting ecological health and supporting
land use and transportation patterns that improve the region's ability to adapt to climate change.



Building complete communities with affordable and diverse housing, close to employment and amenities,
with good transportation choices



Integrating land use and transportation planning to help get people out of their cars, support the safe and
efficient movement of goods and people, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Municipalities prepare and adopt Regional Context Statements, which must be accepted by the GVRD Board.
Regional Context Statements describe how local aspirations, as expressed in the Official Community Plan,
support and align with Metro 2040's goals and policies.
The land use designation map (Figure 1-2) identifies the Port Moody section of the Ioco Lands as general urban,
while the Anmore section is identified as rural.
Regional Context Statements were created by each municipality to identify how the Official Community Plan for
each would integrate with the regional goals. Anmore’s statement acknowledges its rural designation and
confirms this will prevent Anmore from drawing significant urban development out of the Urban Containment
Boundary. The statement also notes that residential land uses will remain consistent with existing large detached
homes on large lots, lot sizes are expected to remain between 1 and 1.8 lots per acre. The Village does make
specific reference to the Ioco Lands however, stating that future development will be preceded by a
comprehensive neighbourhood planning process, with detailed technical analysis and extensive community
engagement, and a commitment to exceptional neighbourhood performance.
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Figure 1-3: Metro Vancouver Land Use Designation Map

1.7

Community Concern

A community group has formed around saving the park, with a website at http://www.savebertflinnpark.ca. Much
of the impetus for this study was initiated by public concerns which include:

Impacts to wildlife and ecosystems

1.8



Loss of recreation space



Proposed alignment is along the most highly trafficked route.



Proposed alignment crosses numerous trail systems



Road would impact the tranquil character.



Decision made decades ago may not be relevant today



The road is precondition of any development of the Ioco Lands



The road will not provide traffic relief to Ioco Road residents



The development the road is intended to serve will still add traffic to Ioco Road

The Existing Roadways

There are two existing roadways to and from the Ioco Lands, Ioco Road, which is shorter and likely the more
preferable route, and East Road, which is longer and more circuitous.
Ioco Road
There are two existing roadways to and from the Ioco Lands, Ioco Road runs directly east-west from the south
end of the Ioco Lands directly into Port Moody centre, a distance of approximately 4km. There is relatively little
change in elevation along this route, there is approximately 30m of climbing and 25m of descending in the
eastbound direction. The road has a posted speed of 50 km/h, features one lane in each direction, in parts a
parking lane is also provided on the south side, and a sidewalk on the north side. The road is fronted by primarily
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single family homes. In recent years, the City of Port Moody has made efforts to calm traffic speeds along Ioco
Road by way of roadway narrowing with curb bulges and centre medians, pavement markings, and speed reader
boards.
All intersections along Ioco Road, between Ungless Way and 1st Avenue, are stop controlled on the minor
approaches to Ioco Road. Traffic on Ioco Road never has to stop or yield until it reaches the signalised
intersection with Heritage Mountain Boulevard and Ungless Way. In terms of capacity, Ioco Road can in theory
carry approximately 2000 vehicles per hour per lane, however the traffic signal at the east end and turning
movements into the side streets has the potential to reduce this.
At the Ioco Road traffic signal, capacity will also vary by direction and therefore time of day. For example the
eastbound right turn is a free movement with its own receiving lane. In theory this turn can accommodate close to
that single lane capacity of 2,000 vehicles per hour in unconstrained free-flow conditions, the actual capacity is
likely in the region of 1,500 to 1,600 vehicles per hour. However, in the reverse direction the northbound left turn
features an auxiliary turn lane and protected/permissive left turn phase. The capacity of this movement is much
less, likely in the low hundreds.
In the PM peak, it is likely a new roadway along the existing right-of-way or similar, could in fact provide useful
additional capacity given, traffic at the Ioco/Ungless intersection would pass through the intersection in two higher
capacity through lanes.
Sunnyside Road/East Road
The other route option is more circuitous, taking Sunnyside Road which splits the Ioco Lands, in a north easterly
direction into the Village of Anmore and then southeast along East Road. This route is approximately 7.5km in
length to Port Moody Centre, it also includes a much greater change in elevation with approximately 200m of
climbing and 230m of descending in the eastbound direction. The road is also posted at 50 km/h and features one
lane in each direction. Unlike Ioco Road, there are several capacity constraints along this corridor.
Travelling this route eastbound, traffic can turn freely from Sunnyside road to East Road, but part way along East
Road, there is a three-way stop controlled intersection at Thomson Road, this dramatically reduces the capacity
and throughput of the road compared with a condition where only the minor road is stop controlled. Capacity is
dependent on the volume of traffic on Thomson Road (a multi-pronged cul-de-sac providing access to
approximately 25 large single family homes) which is likely to be quite low, however the need for all cars to come
to a stop reduces capacity along East Road from 2000 vehicles per hour in an unconstrained condition to
approximately 700 vehicles per hour. Further southeast along East Road, it intersects with Forest Parkway at a
four-way stop controlled intersection, subject to turn volumes, this potentially reduces capacity further.
TransLink Major Road Network (MRN)
Both route options are a part of TransLink’s Major Road Network (MRN). The MRN supports the safe and efficient
movement of people and goods across the region. It includes more than 600 kilometres of major arterial roads
that carry commuter, transit, and truck traffic. The Major Road Network connects the provincial highway system
with the local road network, and some corridors also serve cyclists and pedestrians.
TransLink, in partnership with municipalities, plans the region's Major Road Network. TransLink contributes
funding for the on-going operation, maintenance and rehabilitation of the MRN, but ownership and operational
responsibility for the MRN remains with the respective municipalities. TransLink also shares the cost of road,
cycling, and pedestrian improvement projects with municipal partners and other stakeholders, in order to expand
options for driving, cycling, and walking across the region.
Figure 1-4 provides an extract from TransLink’s MRN network map.
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Figure 1-4: TransLink MRN Network
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2.0
Multiple Account Evaluation (MAE)
The following accounts and criteria were agreed with the City prior to beginning the evaluation of options. Each
option was assessed against each account and criteria with the intention of highlighting the advantages and
disadvantages of each option. The advantages, disadvantages and the analysis undertaken are summarised in
subsequent chapters. The summary accounts are listed below with a detailed breakdown of individual
components of each account thereafter:
Constructability: design complexity, roadway geometry, safety, terrain, gradient, requirement of
structures, storm water components, intersections, utility impacts, ease of construction
Environmental Impact: footprint (linear metres and area), habitat fragmentation, stream crossings,
vegetation effects, regulatory considerations (i.e. water courses, fish habitat, species at risk, etc.), impact
on wildlife movement, noise, contaminated soils
Transportation/Traffic Function: additional east-west capacity, improvements to network connectivity,
additional routes, pedestrian and bicycle accommodation
Social/Community Impact: acquisition of private property, access issues, traffic volume (congestion),
connectivity, visual impacts, noise impacts, culture, and heritage
Impact to Bert Flinn Park: footprint (area), connectivity, trail use, user impact

Impact of Ioco Lands traffic on Ioco Road: percentage of traffic from a potential development on the
Ioco Lands that would use Ioco Road
Financial Implications: construction cost, maintenance cost

2.1

Constructability


Geometrics: Does the design meet design criteria requirements (horizontal and vertical geometry,
appropriate cross sections, etc.)? Fewer departures from design criteria should reduce risk and result in
a safer road.



Terrain: Does design include construction in difficult terrain, i.e. steep mountainsides? This is generally
more problematic.



Material Balance: Is there expected to be a large surplus of cut or fill? Balanced cut and fill can save
material purchase, disposal and transport costs.



Distance and Grades: Does the design reduce travel distance or include steep grades? Steep grades
result in slow trucks uphill, and increased fuel use. Reductions in distance can reduce travel time and
fuel use.



Curves and Tangents: Does the design include curves? Tight curves result in increased braking and
accelerating and increased risk of collisions.



Structures: Are there bridges or walls required for each option? Structures are expensive to build and
maintain and add risk.



Intersections: How many at-grade intersections are included in the design and what type? Fewer
intersection should result in less delay and collision risk. Signals can add cost and roundabouts reduce
collision risk and severity.



Utility Impacts: Are gas, electrical, communications, or water systems impacted by the design? These
add costs to relocate or accommodate within the design.
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Constructability: Is the design constructible (existing traffic can be maintained, construction can be
staged, design features are reasonable, is construction online or offline)?



Opportunities: Does the design open up opportunities? i.e., roadside parking for trail users, improved trail
access, safe cycling routes?

2.2

Environmental Impacts


What area of land is impacted by the design?



Water: Does the design impact rivers, streams, fisheries or wetlands?



Wildlife: Does the design impact wildlife (such as travel routes/nesting areas/protected species)?



Vegetation: Does the design impact or degrade the natural environment? Would clearing result in wind
firmness issues? Loss of vegetation?



Contaminated Land: Does the design cross potentially contaminated land? Generally less likelihood of
contaminated land better, but if utilized in place of greenfield land, may be appropriate.



Fragmentation: Does the option result in the division of large, continuous habitats into smaller, more
isolated remnants.

2.3

Traffic and Transportation Function


Traffic Capacity & Congestion: How much additional east-west capacity will the design provide?
Consider capacity of key intersections also.



Network Connectivity: Does the design improve network connectivity? Does it create additional routes
not available today?



Goods Movement: Does the design easily accommodate the movement of good including long, over
height or wide vehicles?



Emergency Vehicles: Does the design accommodate or improve accessibility for emergency vehicles?



Transit: Does the design provide special accommodation for Transit?



Bicycles: Does the design provide special accommodation for bicycles?



Pedestrians: Does the design provide special accommodation for pedestrians?



Railway: Does the alignment cross or impact railway tracks in any way?



Road Safety: Does the design enhance safety versus the existing condition?

2.4

Social/Community Impact


Property Acquisition: Does the design require residential or commercial property acquisition?



Access: Does the design affect residential, business or recreational access?



Traffic Volumes: Does the design increase or decrease traffic volumes through the community?
Reduction better for road safety and residents.



Severance: Does the design sever the community through construction of new roads?



Visual Impacts: Does the design create significant visual impacts such as large cuts, walls, infrastructure
in the community?



Noise Impacts: Does the design create significant noise impacts in the community or help to reduce
noise?



Emissions: Does the design increase or reduce emissions?



Land Use: Does the design open up opportunities for new developable land? Does the design conserve
developable land? Does the design make use of otherwise sterile or undesirable land?



Culture/History: Does the design impact any cultural or historically significant sites?



Opportunities: Does the design open up opportunities? i.e., roadside parking for trail users, improved trail
access, safe cycling routes?
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2.5

Impact to Bert Flinn Park


Trails: Are there trail systems affected by the design? Which ones and what impacts? Who is impacted
i.e. dog walkers, hikers, bikers, user groups?



Disruption of Park Integrity: Does the option affect the integrity of the park? i.e., change the user
experience, remove, change or limit some uses?



Park Noise: Does the option create additional noise within the park?

2.6

Financial Implications


Maintenance Costs: Would walls/bridges/more paving require greater maintenance?



Construction Cost: Consider relative to other options.
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3.0
Route Options and Initial Overview
3.1

Overview

Figure 3-1 provides an overview of the options initially considered and includes upgrades to the existing
roadways, the existing right-of-way, and a variety of options of varying scales to improve east-west connectivity.
The options are summarised in this chapter along with the main advantages and disadvantages of each.
Appendix A also provides larger scale alignment drawings identifying those same advantages and disadvantages.
Subsequent chapters provide more detailed analysis where applicable for some components of the evaluation.

Figure 3-1: Options to Serve the Ioco Lands
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3.2

Option A: Use Existing Road Network

Figure 3-2: Option A Routes and Evaluation
The existing road network scenario must be considered to provide a baseline in the assessment of all other
options, and determine if they truly provide a benefit over the existing road network. Compared with the other
options, it will limit the extent of new development it can support.
Advantages

Leaves the right-of-way as de facto parkland.


Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park.



Does not impact existing wildlife corridors.



Does not impact any existing watercourses or wetlands.



Option supports smart growth principles. It would limit development to low density.



Is low/no cost.



No construction required.



Will reduce city wide traffic volumes and emissions by limiting development.



Requires no new infrastructure.
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Disadvantages

Will limit development potential.


Will reduce accessibility for existing residents due to increased traffic, primarily on Ioco Road.



Residents of Ioco Road would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays.



Does not provide opportunities for improved conditions for cycling.



Does not provide opportunities for roadside parking for trail users.

Estimated Construction Cost: $0
Next steps for this option: The existing road network option should continue to be considered with limited
development of the Ioco Lands.
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3.3

Option B: Bert Flinn Existing Right-of Way

Figure 3-3: Option B Routes and Evaluation
In addition to the existing road network scenario, the existing right-of-way is the option for which an alternative is
sought, thus any alternative must compare favourably with Option B. Some members of the public identified
concerns with Option B due to impacts to Bert Flinn Park which would effectively bisect the park, impacting trail
users, wildlife corridors and reducing the amount of park space.
This route may not be preferable for all traffic to and from the Ioco Lands, due to the less direct route to central
Port Moody and beyond, and the requirement to climb and descend, compared with the existing Ioco Road route.
The route would however also provide a more attractive route for some Anmore and Belcarra traffic, providing
those residents and visitors with a more convenient route. This option would require thre support of the Village of
Anmore as it includes new road construction (widening of Ludlow Lane) within their boundary.
As the new road through Bert Flinn Park will extend David Avenue, for the purposes of cost estimating, a similar
cross section was used as shown in Figure 3-4. This includes two 3.5m traffic lanes, 1.5m boulevards, a 2m
sidewalk on the north side and 3m multi-use path on the south side, resulting in a 15m cross-section. As the route
traverses through the terrain, adjacent slopes will likely extend the construction footprint beyond that. Private
property acquisition costs are not included in the estimate.
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Figure 3-4: Proposed Cross-Section
Advantages

Serves Anmore, Belcarra, and Ioco Lands, thus will remove some existing Anmore and Belcarra traffic
from Ioco Road.


Alignment utilises existing right-of-way.



Improves East West Capacity as it utilises north-south through lanes at Ioco Intersection.



Will improve network connectivity, enhancing access for residents, goods movement and emergency
vehicles.



Improved grades compared with other park options, subject to road designs.



Construction would have minimal impacts on the existing road network.



Provides opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycling facilities.



Provides a route with less traffic calming.



Provides opportunities for road side parking for trail users.



Will reduce demand for constrained left turn to Ioco Road for returning residents in the evening peak.



Would reduce traffic volumes on Ioco Road and East Road for a given development size (but support
larger development).

Disadvantages

While ROW is technically not designated parkland, it is effectively a park and used as such, the
alignment will occupy approximately 26,000m2 of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including
slopes).


Will impact 7 trails in Bert Flinn Park, specifically Off-Leash Loop Trail, Bert Flinn Loop Trail, Starz-Line
1, Starz-Line 2, Starz-Line 3, Flavelle, Jo-Jo Finn's Green Spectacles. Trails are used by hikers, bikers,
and walkers (including dog walkers).



Creates significant fragmentation through Bert Flinn Park, severing two large contiguous tracts of land,
significant creeks and wildlife corridors.
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Right-of-way in Anmore impacts frontages of Ludlow Lane Homes. Property acquisition required in the
Village of Anmore.



Will cross Mossom Creek and Hett Creek. Requires large bridge over Mossom Creek.



Development potential is only approximately 350 more units in addition to Option A (Use Existing road
Network).



Requires 1.95km of new roadway including a 250m bridge span to cross Mossom Creek.



Cost of construction may not outweigh the limited increase in capacity.



Alignment impacts property frontages on Ludlow Lane.



Longer construction compared with other options.

Estimated Construction Cost: $38,000,000
Next steps for this option: The existing right-of-way should continue to be considered until such time as decision
makers rule it due to environmental, user impacts, or insufficient development potential compared with the cost of
construction.
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3.4

Option C: Sunnyside Road/East Road Improvements

Figure 3-5: Option C Routes and Evaluation
The Sunnyside Road/East Road corridor from 1st Avenue to David Avenue is approximately 4.8km in length. East
Road has a theoretical link capacity of 2,000 vehicles per hour in unconstrained free-flow conditions in each
direction. However that capacity is constrained by intersections and driveways along the corridor. Intersections
that constrain capacity along East Road include, the East Road stop control turning onto Sunnyside Road in
Village of Anmore, the three way stop at East Road/Thomson Road, the four way stop at Aspenwood Drive/Forest
Parkway and the traffic signal at David Avenue/Forest Parkway. This option would require the support of the
village of Anmore. Proposed improvements to reduce delay could include:

Conversion of Sunnyside Road/East Road to a roundabout.


Conversion of East Road/Thomson Road to a roundabout.

Advantages

Leaves the right-of-way as de facto parkland.


Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park.



Does not impact existing wildlife corridors.



Does not impact any existing watercourses or wetlands.



Would reduce stop control delays along East Road (note: past design decisions have sought to calm
traffic on East Rd).



Relatively low cost.
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May attract a small number of Anmore residents and provide equivalent minor relief to Ioco Road.



Will reduce city wide traffic volumes and emissions by limiting development.

Disadvantages

Unlikely to attract significant Ioco Lands traffic, too circuitous. Ioco Lands traffic would predominantly use
Ioco Road.


Would essentially limit development potential to the capacity of Ioco Road.



Any increase in volume or speeds would be disruptive to existing residents on East Road.



Residents of Ioco Road would face greater difficulty exiting their property or street.



Residents of Ioco Road would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays.



Does not provide opportunities for improved conditions for cycling.



Does not provide opportunities for improved parking and trail access.

Estimated Construction Cost: <$1,000,000
Next steps for this option: This option provides little benefit and does little to serve the Ioco Lands. It should be
removed from consideration going forward.
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3.5

Option D: Ioco Road Improvements:

Figure 3-7: Option D Routes and Evaluation
The Ioco Road corridor from 1st Avenue Road to Heritage Mountain Boulevard is approximately 4km in length.
Ioco Road also has a theoretical link capacity of 2,000 vehicles per hour in unconstrained free-flow conditions in
each direction. Most intersections along the corridor have stop control only on the minor approaches, thus traffic
along this corridor is relatively unconstrained until it gets to the Ioco Road/Heritage Mountain Boulevard/Ungless
Way traffic signal. In the AM peak when most traffic is leaving the study area, a free right turn onto Ioco Road
southbound has limited effect on capacity. In the PM peak, when most traffic is returning to the study area, much
of it will turn left at this traffic signal which becomes the biggest constrain to capacity. Proposed improvements
could include:

A dual northbound left turn via either roadway widening or reduction in the number of through lanes. This
would require the protected/permissive left turn to become protected only or the signal plan to adopt split
phasing for the north and southbound movements.


New traffic signals at strategic intersections where minor road left turn capacity from local streets would
become problematic due to increased traffic along Ioco Road.

Advantages

Leaves the right-of-way as defacto parkland.


Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park.



Does not impact existing wildlife corridors.



Does not impact any existing watercourses or wetlands.
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Would improve access to this corridor by improving the northbound left turn.



Relatively low cost.



Will limit increase in city wide traffic volumes and emissions by limiting development.

Disadvantages

Limited opportunities to improve capacity. Only opportunity for improvement is to increase the capacity of
the northbound left turn at the Ioco traffic signal, and new traffic signals at strategic minor intersections.


Would essentially limit development potential to the capacity of Ioco Road minor streets.



Would increase traffic, primarily on Ioco Road. Residents of Ioco Road would face greater difficulty
exiting their property or street.



Residents of Ioco Road would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays.



Does not provide opportunities for improved conditions for cycling.



Does not provide opportunities for improved parking and trail access.

Estimated Construction Cost: <$1,000,000
Next steps for this option: The problematic northbound left turn at the Ioco Road/Heritage Mountain
Boulevard/Ungless Way intersection can be adapted to increase capacity towards Ioco Road westbound.
However, the intersections further along Ioco Road would start to have increasing difficulty turning onto Ioco
Road. This may be addressed through traffic signals strategically located along the corridor, which must be
studied in further detail. At present these intersections will restrict development potential of the Ioco Lands to a
level similar to the existing road network.
This option could also improve capacity of a number of other options that still rely on Ioco Road for access. Going
forward, the impacts of increased volume along Ioco Road should be assessed at minor intersections.
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3.6

Option E: Strong Road Connector

Figure 3-9: Option E Routes and Evaluation
This new connector would be approximately 1.5km in length and connect Ludlow Lane to Strong Road, it would
lie entirely within the Village of Anmore, and require the support of the Village of Anmore. This Option could also
be paired with Option G to provide a better connection to David Avenue as reflected in Option H. The stand-alone
option would include:

A new bridge over Mossom Creek (similar to Option B and F) and new roadway construction.


Widening of Ludlow Lane.



Intersection Improvements at Sunnyside Road/Ludlow Lane.



Property Acquisition at west end of Strong Road.



Widening of Strong Road.



Intersection Improvements at East Road/Strong Road.

Advantages

Shorter construction distance compared with other options.


Low disruption to traffic flow during construction.



Will improve network connectivity, enhancing access for residents, goods movement and emergency
vehicles.



Leaves most of the right-of-way as defacto parkland, reducing impact to Bert Flinn Park (but still impacts
environmentally sensitive areas).
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Would reduce traffic on northern part of East Road.



Provides opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycling connections.



Provides opportunities for road-side parking for trail users.



Could provide good solution if combined with Option G.

Disadvantages

Will reduce accessibility for existing residents of Strong Road and the southern part of East Road due to
increased traffic.


Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through Park. Park impacts are estimated to be
8,400m2 of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).



Reduces impacts to Bert Flinn Park (but still impacts environmentally sensitive areas).



Requires 0.9km of new roadway including a 250m bridge span to cross Mossom Creek.



Potentially steeper grades than existing right-of-way, subject to road design.



Impacts 3 trails in Bert Flinn Park, specifically Flavelle, Flavelle Shortcut, and Starz-Line 3. Trails are
used by hikers, bikers, and walkers (including dog walkers).



Impacts wildlife movement through Bert Flinn Park.



Impacts frontages of Ludlow Lane homes and requires acquisition of Strong Road homes. Property
acquisition required in the Village of Anmore.



Would increase traffic on Strong Road and southern part of East Road/Forest Parkway.



Residents would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays along the Strong road cul-desac and southern part of East Road.



Option capacity is limited by East Road constraints.



Most traffic would continue to use Ioco Road.



Cost of construction may not outweigh the limited increase in capacity.

Estimated Construction Cost: $33,000,000
Next steps for this option: Option should be considered only in combination with Option G, which together would
provide a useful road connection.
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3.7

Option F: Bert Flinn North Perimeter

Figure 3-10: Option F Routes and Evaluation
While this option still routes the roadway through the Park, it would do so on its Perimeter, reducing impacts to
existing wildlife and trails through the park. It would continue to access David Avenue/Heritage Mountain at the
roundabout but would do so on the north arm rather than the west. It would reduce traffic on Ioco Road and East
Road reducing impacts to those residents. As this option is partially within the village of Anmore and affects
property frontages, it requires support of the Village of Anmore.
Advantages

Serves Anmore, Belcarra, and Ioco Lands.


Improves East West Capacity as it utilises north-south through lanes at Ioco Intersection.



Will improve network connectivity, enhancing access for residents, goods movement and emergency
vehicles.



Low disruption to traffic flow during construction.



Provides a route with less traffic calming.



Would reduce traffic volumes on Ioco Road and East road for a given development size (but support
larger development).



Provides opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycling connections.



Provides opportunities for road-side parking for trail users.
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Disadvantages

Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through Park, occupying approximately 26,000m2
of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).


Development potential only approximately 350 units in addition to Option A, Use Existing Road Network.



Requires 2km of new roadway including a 250m bridge span to cross Mossom Creek.



Potentially steeper grades than existing right-of-way, subject to road design.



Will impact 9 trails in Bert Flinn Park, specifically Fence Line trail, North Starz, The Finn-ish Line, NSConnector, Bert Flinn Loop Trail, Strong Road Connector, Flavelle, Starz-Line 2, Starz-Line 3. Trails are
used by hikers, bikers, and walkers (including dog walkers).



Will impact wildlife movement through Bert Flinn Park.



Will cross Mossom Creek.



Cost of construction may not outweigh the limited increase in capacity.



Impacts frontages of Ludlow Lane homes. Property acquisition required in the Village of Anmore.



Longer length of new roadway required when compared to other options.

Estimated Construction Cost: $38,000,000
Next steps for this option: This option provides little benefit over the existing right-of-way, is longer, thus higher
cost, and impacts more trails. It should be discontinued for further consideration.
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3.8

Option G: East Road Connector

Figure 3-11: Option F Routes and Evaluation
This 1km connector essentially bypasses southern part of East Road and the Forest Park Way intersections and
carries traffic directly from East Road/Strong Road to the David Avenue roundabout north approach. This option
requires the support of Village of Anmore.
Advantages

Reduces impacts to Bert Flinn Park (but still impacts environmentally sensitive areas).


Provides a more direct route to Port Moody Centre from the north.



Serves Anmore and some Ioco Lands traffic.



Leaves the right-of-way as defacto parkland.



Does not impact any existing watercourses or wetlands.



Improves East West Capacity as it better utilises north-south through lanes at Ioco Intersection.



Relatively low cost.



Will improve network connectivity, enhancing access for residents, goods movement and emergency
vehicles.



Low disruption to traffic during construction.



Shorter length of new roadway required compared to other options..



Would reduce traffic volumes on southern part of East Road/Forest Parkway.



Provides opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycling connections.
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Provides opportunities for road-side parking for trail users.

Disadvantages

Still impacts the east periphery of Bert Flinn Park.


Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through park, occupying approximately 11,800m 2 of
land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).



Requires 1km of new roadway.



Will impact 2 trails in Bert Flinn Park, specifically Fence Line and North Starz. Trails are used by hikers,
bikers, and walkers (including dog walkers).



Will impact wildlife movement on the eastern periphery of Bert Flinn Park.



Mostly improves options for Anmore residents.



Would add visual and noise pollution to adjacent residents.



Would increase traffic on northern part of East Road. Most traffic would continue to use Ioco Road.



Will increase volumes for those on Sunnyside Road and north part of East Road and reduce
accessibility.



Residents would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays.

Estimated Construction Cost: $4,000,000
Next steps for this option: This option provides a more direct connection to Port Moody Centre for Anmore and
north Ioco Lands traffic. It would provide some benefit on its own, but greater benefit in combination with Option
E.
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3.9

Option H: Strong Road and East Road Connector

Figure 3-12: Option H Routes and Evaluation
Option H combines both of the above options to provide similar benefits to the proposed right of way while
reducing impacts to the park. It does however increase impacts for residents along the proposed route, and as a
large part of construction is within Village of Anmore, it would require their support. This option would include:

A new bridge over Mossom Creek (similar to Option B, F, and P) and new roadway construction.


Widening of Ludlow Lane and Strong Road.



Intersection Improvements at Sunnyside Road/Ludlow Lane.



Property Acquisition on Ludlow Lane and Strong Road.



Intersection Improvements at East Road/Strong Road (requiring property acquisition)



New roadway construction between East Road and David Avenue Heritage Mountain Boulevard
roundabout.

Advantages

Serves Anmore, Belcarra, and Ioco Lands.


Will improve network connectivity, enhancing access for residents, goods movement and emergency
vehicles.



Leaves the right-of-way as defacto parkland, reducing impact to Bert Flinn Park (but still impacts
environmentally sensitive areas).



Would reduce traffic on northern part of East Road.
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Provides opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycling connections.



Provides opportunities for road-side parking for trail users.



Would reduce traffic volumes on Ioco Road and East road for a given development size (but support
larger development).

Disadvantages

Requires 2km of new roadway including a 250m bridge span to cross Mossom Creek.


Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through Park, and occupy approximately 20,125m2
of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).



Impacts 5 trails in Bert Flinn Park, specifically Flavelle, Flavelle Shortcut, and Starz-Line 3, Fence Line
and North Starz. Trails are used by hikers, bikers, and walkers (including dog walkers).



Residents would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays along the Strong road cul-desac and southern part of East Road.



Still impacts environmentally sensitive areas.



Potentially steeper grades than existing right-of-way, subject to road design.



Impacts wildlife movement.



Impacts frontages of Ludlow Lane Homes. Impacts two properties at the west end of Strong Road and
others at the Strong Road/East Road intersection.



Property acquisition required in the Village of Anmore along Ludlow Lane, Strong Road, and East Road.



Cost of construction may not outweigh the limited increase in capacity.

Estimated Construction Cost: $37,000,000
Next steps for this option: This option provides similar benefits to Option B while reducing impacts on Bert Flinn
Park by leaving a larger contiguous tract of park intact. It does however still require new right-of way to be
established within the park, and will have significant property impacts and/or acquisition requirements.
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3.10

Option I: East Road Short Connector

Figure 3-13: Option I Routes and Evaluation
This connector is similar to Option G but shorter and located further to the east. It bypasses only the Forest
Parkway intersections and carries traffic directly from East Road to David Avenue.
Advantages

Leaves the right-of-way as defacto parkland.


Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park.



Does not impact any existing watercourses or wetlands.



Is relatively low cost.



Low disruption to traffic flow during construction.



Shorter distance of new road when compared to other options.



Would reduce traffic volumes on Forest Parkway.

Disadvantages

Will reduce accessibility for existing residents primarily on Ioco Road due to increased traffic.


Requires 200m of new roadway.



Grade will be approximately 12%, which is steeper than typically acceptable standards for a newly
constructed arterial road connection.



Will limit development potential.
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Provides no real benefit to attract Ioco Lands traffic.



Residents of Ioco Road would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays.



Does not provide opportunities for improved conditions for cycling.



Does not provide opportunities for roadside parking for trail users.

Estimated Construction Cost: <$1,000,000
Next steps for this option: This option provides little benefit and does little to serve the Ioco Lands. It should be
removed from consideration going forward.
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3.11

Option J: April Road and Existing Right-of-Way

Figure 3-14: Option J Routes and Evaluation
A short connection between April Road and David Avenue could be constructed with connection into the Ioco
Lands from April Road further south. This would provide an alternate, albeit circuitous route, that may reduce
traffic, but likely not enough to alleviate traffic concerns on other existing routes. While this road would also cut
through park land, it would be along the existing, primarily cleared alignment, and traffic volumes would be
relatively low.
Advantages

Relatively low cost.


Will improve network connectivity for April Road residents, enhancing access for residents and
emergency vehicles.



Low disruption to traffic flow during construction.



Shorter distance of new roadway required compared to other options.



Will reduce city wide traffic volumes and emissions by limiting development.



Provides opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycling connections.



Provides opportunities for road-side parking for trail users.
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Disadvantages

Alignment would utilise part of the existing road right-of-way and require creation of new right-of-way
through park, occupying approximately 19,000m 2 of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not
including slopes).


Requires 1.2km of new roadway.



Will limit development potential.



Will impact 1 trail in Bert Flinn Park, specifically the Off-Leash Trail. Other trails connect to this and
would also need new entrances. Trails are used by hikers, bikers, and walkers (including dog walkers).



Will impact wildlife movement through Bert Flinn Park.



Will cross Hett Creek.



Does not serve the Ioco Lands development.



Would increase traffic, primarily on Ioco Road.



Residents of Ioco Road would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays.

Estimated Construction Cost: $5,000,000
Next steps for this option: While a good solution to improve accessibility options for residents of April Road, this
option provides little benefit and does little to serve the Ioco Lands. It should be removed from consideration going
forward.
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3.12

Option K: April Road - Parkside Drive

Figure 3-15: Option K Routes and Evaluation
This is similar to the above alignment, and provides a short connection between April Road and Parkside Drive.
ISL have previously worked on traffic calming projects on Parkside Drive, therefore any significant increases
would not be welcomed by existing residents. As with Option J, it would attract little traffic from the development
or existing residents due to its circuitous nature.
Advantages

Limited construction length will result in lower costs compared with other options.


Appears to provide a previously conceived connection.



Provides another route into the April Road and Parkside Drive neighbourhoods, improving connectivity
and emergency access.



Does not impact any existing watercourses or wetlands.



Low disruption to traffic flow during construction.



Will reduce city wide traffic volumes and emissions by limiting development.



Provides opportunities to improve pedestrian and cycling connections.



Provides opportunities for road-side parking for trail users.
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Disadvantages

Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through park, occupying approximately 8,500m2 of
land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).


Requires 500m of new roadway.



Will limit development potential.



Will impact 3 trails in Bert Flinn Park, specifically, Off-Leash Trail, Lower Backyard Trail, Stinger. Trails
are used by hikers, bikers, and walkers (including dog walkers).



Will impact wildlife movement through Bert Flinn Park.



Does not serve the Ioco Lands development.



Would increase traffic, primarily on Ioco Road.



Residents of Ioco Road would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays.



Will add traffic (albeit limited amounts) to currently quiet traffic calmed cul-de-sac.

Estimated Construction Cost: $2,000,000
Next steps for this option: While a good solution to improve accessibility options for residents of April Road and
Parkside Drive, this option provides little benefit and does little to serve the Ioco Lands. It should be removed from
consideration going forward.
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3.13

Option L: Alternative Heritage Connection

Figure 3-16: Option L Routes and Evaluation
This option was initially included early in the project, but was discontinued as it provides little benefit over Option J
or K at much greater costs, both financially and environmentally.
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3.14

Option M: Railway Right-of-Way

Figure 3-17: Option M Routes and Evaluation
Combining the railway alignment and existing Ioco Road would open up opportunities to improve east-west
connectivity for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
Advantages

Leaves the right-of-way as defacto parkland.


Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park.



Low to medium disruption to traffic during construction.



Option provides additional network connectivity options improving accessibility.



It provides a similarly direct route to Port Moody Centre as does Ioco Road.



Would permit changes to Ioco Road, for example by converting to one-way with the railway
.accommodating the other direction, and creating space for pedestrians and cyclists.



Will improve network connectivity, enhancing access for residents, goods movement and emergency
vehicles.
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Disadvantages

The railway line is currently in operation, serving the Imperial Oil lands.


Option is reliant on acquisition of rail corridor.



Requires 4.0km of new roadway.



Does not provide opportunities for roadside parking for trail users.



While trains will disrupt local residents on an occasional basis, It would add regular traffic noise on a
near constant basis.



Would create new intersections with Alderside Road crossings.

Estimated Construction Cost: $15,000,000
Next steps for this option: This option is only feasible with major property acquisition, therefore the option is
discontinued from further consideration.
As part of Option O (Travel Demand Management), use of the railway line by passenger train to SkyTrain may be
an option, albeit demand is likely to be limited with any low density development option.
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3.15

Option N: Burrard Inlet Bridge

Figure 3-18: Option N Routes and Evaluation
Whilst a somewhat extreme solution to the project objective, this has the potential to remove a significant portion
of existing east-west traffic bound for municipalities to the south and west from the study area, freeing up capacity
on the existing roads for local trips. However, it would also likely draw a lot of traffic from the east to use it,
potentially creating additional traffic in this part of the City.
Advantages

Serves Anmore, Belcarra, and Ioco Lands and North Port Moody.


Leaves the right-of-way as de facto parkland.



Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park.



Does not impact existing wildlife corridors.



Will improve network connectivity, enhancing access for residents, goods movement and emergency
vehicles.



Low disruption to traffic flow during construction.



Provides a route with less traffic calming.



Would provide a more direct route to popular destinations south and west of Port Moody.



Would provide a more direct route for summer traffic to Anmore/Belcarra.



Would provide a much shorter route for many trips to the south west, reducing emissions and fuel costs
considerably.
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Disadvantages

While it improves access to the Ioco Lands, it would likely have negative impacts on local roads as traffic
patterns change drastically. While reducing development traffic on Ioco Road an East Road, option may
attract new traffic to the bridge from north east Port Moody and Coquitlam.


Requires 1.2km bridge over Burrard Inlet, with clearance for ships serving Pacific Coast Terminals which
has two berths for bulk goods loading/unloading.



Will cross the Burrard Inlet. Would require significant environmental reviews and regulatory processes.



The cost of this option is one of the most limiting factors, likely requiring very high density development
to support it.



Does not provide opportunities for roadside parking for trail users.



Would likely be too significant a piece of infrastructure to maintain the proposed cross-section, would
likely expand to four lanes.



If entirely developer funded, the cost would likely add too much of a premium to each unit to make it
financially viable.

Estimated Construction Cost: $700,000,000
Next steps for this option: This option is only feasible if sufficient density would be permitted to support the high
cost of a bridge. There has been no suggestion to date that this is likely, therefore the option is discontinued from
further consideration.
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3.16

Option O: TDM Alternatives

Figure 3-19: Option O Evaluation
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is the application of strategies and policies to reduce travel demand,
or to redistribute this demand in space or in time to make more efficient use of the transportation network. TDM
measures are typically implemented where there are higher densities, as they often require larger populations to
support investment in services or initiatives. Typically, measures would focus on reducing single occupancy car
trips in favour of more sustainable modes. With reference to the Ioco Lands, this could include:

Funding improved transit services.


Providing residents with discounted or free transit passes.



Inclusion of car-share services.



Enhancement of pedestrian and cycling facilities.



Restricted parking allowances.



Mixed use development with residential and employment land uses.



Inclusion of day-to-day amenities to reduce need to leave the development.



Shuttle services (for example, to the nearest SkyTrain station).

Advantages

Would improve transit access for existing residents.


Leaves the right-of-way as defacto parkland.



Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park.



Does not impact existing wildlife corridors.



Does not impact any existing watercourses or wetlands.



Will reduce city wide traffic volumes and emissions by limiting development and encouraging alternative
modes.
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Disadvantages

Would be reliant on new road to improve cycling connectivity.


Would require higher density to support most TDM options, but high density would still require a new
road, even with TDM measures.

Next steps for this option: TDM measures should be considered for any new development, regardless of location.
In the context of the Ioco Lands, TDM measure should also be a considered regardless of the road network option
selected. The feasibility of such measures will depend on the size of development, with higher density typically
supporting higher quality TDM measures. However, higher densities at this location will also require a new road to
serve the development. Therefore without the new road connection, TDM measures will likely only permit a small
increase in development content.
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3.17

Option P: Tunnel through Bert Flinn Park

Figure 3-20: Option P Routes and Evaluation
This option was rejected early in the project due to project costs, with little change in transportation benefits
compared with the existing right-of-way.
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3.18

Option Summary

The key difference between the above options have been summarised in Table 3-1 on the following page.
Table 3-1: Summary of Option Impacts
Option
Critical Areas
A
Avoids Impacts to Bert

Flinn Park
Option serves the Ioco

Lands
Option adds traffic
capacity
Option will serve Port
Moody traffic
Option will serve
Anmore traffic
Option will serve Belcarra
traffic
Option will serve
summer lake traffic
Reduces traffic on Ioco
Road
Reduces traffic on East
Road
Offers new alternative
routes for Access
Property acquisition
required in Anmore
Property acquisition
required in Port Moody
Low disruption to traffic
during construction
Provide opportunities for
parking and trail access
Option would provide
cycling improvements
Option has residential
property impacts
Option includes large
bridges
Requires the support of
Village of Anmore
Construction Cost
$0
in $M
Recommended for
2
further analysis
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4.0
Traffic Analysis
The scope of the traffic analysis in this study was to determine the east-west capacity benefit from each of the
options. At a screenline level, in theory, the introduction of a new road connection adds a significant amount of
new capacity. It would increase east-west capacity from four lanes in and out of the study area (two lanes on Ioco
Road and two lanes on East Road) to six lanes with a new roadway. With a theoretical average lane capacity of
2,000 vehicles per hour in unconstrained free-flow conditions, we would see screenline capacity increase from
4,000 one-way trips to 6,000, a 50% increase.
However, the true capacity increase is constrained by intersections and those key intersections will not change
with the introduction of a new road. Those key intersection are Ioco Road, Heritage Mountain Boulevard, Ungless
Way and David Avenue/Forest Parkway (Figure 4-1). Capacity along Ioco Road and East Road is also further
constrained by turn movements to and from driveways and minor roads. Thus the practical capacity of each road
is much less than the theoretical value.
In order to understand how much traffic can pass through these key intersections, it is necessary to understand
the existing traffic conditions, how much additional traffic can be accommodated, how much of that additional
traffic is arriving and departing, where its origin and destination is, and which route it would use in and out of the
study area.

Figure 4-1: Key Intersections Controlling Capacity to and from the Study Area
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4.1

Existing Traffic Volumes

The City of Port Moody provided existing traffic volumes at the Ioco Road/Heritage Mountain Boulevard/Ungless
Way intersection, David Avenue/Forest Parkway intersection, and Ioco Road/April Road/Alderside Road
intersection as shown in Figure 4-2.
Heritage Mtn Blvd
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1083
107 846
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640 144
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134 466
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0

4
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3
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6


3
7
13

Total Trips

473

Figure 4-2: 2018 AM and PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

4.2

Background Traffic Growth

Background traffic growth was included in the assessment to account for infill development, lot subdivisions,
secondary suites, coach houses, etc. A background growth rate of 0.5% per annum was applied to the 2018 base
traffic volumes over a period of 15 years to a 2033 design year. These assumptions will result in an increase in
existing traffic volumes by 7.8% during the 15 year period.
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4.3

Diverted Existing Traffic

Some of the options provide new and alternate traffic route options compared with the existing road network. To
determine if existing traffic would divert from their current route, the distance of the new route was compared with
the existing routes, and the percentage of traffic likely to divert was estimated.
Option B (Existing right-of-way) and Option F (Park North Perimeter) provide the most direct new route to David
Avenue/Heritage Mountain Boulevard, the distance is similar to the existing Ioco Road corridor and therefore it
was assumed 50% of traffic would stay on Ioco Road and 50% would divert to the new road.
Option H (Strong Road and East Road connector) provides a similar but slightly longer route than Option F above.
It was therefore determined that 45% of traffic would divert from Ioco Road to this route.
Option G (East Road Connector) was determined to offer significant travel time savings for traffic compared with
the existing East Road, it was felt this could draw some traffic away from Ioco Road but less so than the existing
right-of-way, it was assumed that 25% of traffic would divert from Ioco Road to this new route.
Option E (Strong Road Connector) was not considered to provide significant benefit on its own, given traffic would
still have to make the circuitous route back via Forest Parkway and David Avenue westbound. It was assumed
that it would remove 15% of traffic from Ioco Road.
All other options were considered to provide no benefit, thus existing traffic on Ioco Road would remain the same.
The Burrard Inlet Bridge option would create such significant differences to traffic patterns it is not possible to
determine within the scope of this study, given there is little desire to pursue such an option due to cost and
environmental impacts. This option was not considered any further.

4.4

Ioco Lands Trip Generation

To determine the benefits of the proposed new road, the development traffic must be estimated for the Ioco Lands
development. The number of homes is unimportant for this exercise. The intention is to iteratively increase the
number of homes, and thus traffic volumes for each road network configuration until the key intersections fail. To
provide a meaningful analysis of the difference between options, the existing traffic volumes cannot simply be
increased by a fixed percentage for all movements.
The important element is adding traffic to each intersection with a reasonable ratio of arriving and departing trips
that reflects a predominantly residential development. While the size of development is not the focus of this study,
to create volume scenarios to add to the existing base traffic volumes, we considered single family home
developments of 100, 500, 1,000, and 1,500 units, and thereby increasing the traffic volumes for each option until
intersection failure.
Trip generation for the purposes of adding traffic was based on the arrival and departure patterns of a single
family home based on the ITE Trip Generation Manual (9th Edition). Table 5-1 provides a breakdown of the ITE
trip rate, distribution of arriving and departing vehicles, and the calculation of arriving and departing trips for those
theoretical development sizes of 100, 500, 1,000 and 1,500 units.
Table 4-1: ITE Trip Rates for single Family Homes
Peak Hour
AM Peak

PM Peak

ITE Trip Rate Data
Trip Rate
Total Trips
Arriving Trips (25%)
Departing (75%)
Trip Rate
Total Trips
Arriving Trips (63%)
Departing (37%)

100 Units
0.67
67
17
51
1.00
100
63
37

500 Units
0.67
335
84
252
1.00
500
315
185

1,000 Units
0.67
670
168
503
1.00
1,000
630
370

1,500 Units
0.67
1,005
252
754
1.00
1,500
945
555
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While the above trip rates were determined for single family homes, it must be noted that the number of trips are
the most important aspect of the calculation. Different development types may generate different trip patterns. For
example, smaller multi-family residential units will likely have smaller household sizes that generate fewer car
trips per unit.

4.5

Ioco Lands Trip Distribution

In addition to arriving and departing trips, trips must be added to the network based on a reasonable estimate of
origin and destination. A simple gravity model was developed to estimate this trip distribution. A gravity model
compares populations and distances from the study area to predict which of the surrounding municipalities would
attract or create trips to the study area on the basis that residents of the Ioco Lands would choose their work
location as a factor of where there are most jobs, and how close those jobs are to the Ioco Lands. Once the
percentage of trips to each destination is estimated, it is determine how traffic might route to those destinations.
In summary, the gravity model determined that 7% of trips would route via David Avenue, 10% via Ungless Way,
and 83% via Ioco Road. The Gravity Model is provided in Table 5-2 below.
Table 4-2: Trip Distribution Gravity Model
Origin/ Destination
Port Moody
Coquitlam
Port Coquitlam
Pitt Meadows
Maple Ridge
Abbotsford
Langley
Langley Township
Surrey
White Rock
Delta
Richmond
New Westminster
Burnaby
Vancouver
North Vancouver City
North Vancouver District
West Vancouver
Total

4.6

Dist
(km)
5
7
11
18
23
60
33
33
25
37
46
38
17
21
30
34
34
41

Pop

Pop/
Dist

General
Distribution

33,551
139,284
58,612
18,573
82,256
141,397
25,888
117,285
517,887
19,952
102,238
198,309
70,996
232,755
631,486
52,898
85,935
42,473
2,571,775

6710
19898
5328
1032
3576
2357
784
3554
20715
539
2223
5219
4176
11084
21050
1556
2528
1036
113364

5.9%
17.6%
4.7%
0.9%
3.2%
2.1%
0.7%
3.1%
18.3%
0.5%
2.0%
4.6%
3.7%
9.8%
18.6%
1.4%
2.2%
0.9%
100.0%

Specific Distribution
David Ungless
Ioco
Ave
Way
Road
0.0%
0.0%
5.9%
5.0%
7.6%
5.0%
1.0%
1.0%
2.7%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
1.0%
1.0%
1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
3.1%
0.0%
0.0%
18.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.0%
0.0%
2.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4.6%
0.0%
0.0%
3.7%
0.0%
0.0%
9.8%
0.0%
0.0%
18.4%
0.0%
0.0%
1.4%
0.0%
0.0%
2.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.9%
7.3%
9.9%
82.8%

Ioco Lands Route Selection

Understanding the eventual destination is important to identifying trip distribution. However, drivers can get to all
destinations using both route options and any potential new route options. The likelihood of choosing a route was
estimated based on the approximate travel distance for each option.
Options A, C, D, and I are essentially the existing road network (Option I provides a very minor benefit). For these
options, East Road is a significantly longer trip, therefore Ioco Lands traffic was distributed 90% via Ioco Road,
10% via East Road. Option O also relies on the existing road network but reflects increased walking, cycling and
transit use. The analysis for the existing road network options is applicable for this scenario, but if successful, the
same road network could accommodate an increase in number of units relative to the increase in use of those
modes.
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Options B and F both offer a new route through Bert Flinn Park, this route is marginally longer than the existing
Ioco Road route, but would likely face a less traffic calmed environment. Ioco Lands traffic was distributed 50%
via Ioco Road, 50% via the new road, and did not allocate any traffic to East Road, as the new road renders it
unnecessary for Ioco Lands traffic. Option P would provide similar benefits in terms of travel pattern, however, it is
not being considered any further.
Option E provides a new road option but would still require traffic to travel via East Road/Forest Parkway and
David Avenue, it provides a slight benefit by cutting off the corner through Village of Anmore, however it is still a
longer and more circuitous route than Ioco Road. Ioco Lands traffic was distributed 85% via Ioco Road and 15%
via Strong Road/East Road.
Option G provides a new connection to Heritage Mountain Boulevard from East Road. While only a small
connection, it provides a more direct route to Port Moody centre by removing the Forest Parkway and David
Avenue sections which are essentially back-tracking, making it a more attractive option. Ioco Road is still the
preferred route, Ioco Lands traffic was distributed 75% via Ioco Road and 25% via East Road and the new
connection.
Options J and K do not provide any meaningful benefit to the Ioco Lands, hence they were not included in this
part of the analysis. They may provide marginal benefits to Ioco Road by diverting some traffic to Heritage
Mountain Boulevard, but the impacts are expected to be minimal.
Option L was ruled out early on in the project. Option M has the potential to reduce traffic on Ioco Road, however
there is little likelihood of the Canadian Pacific Railway company giving up this right-of-way is while they continue
to serve the Imperial Oil site. Option N has the ability to greatly reduce Ioco Lands traffic on the existing roads,
however it also has the ability to attract significant volumes of traffic to the bridge. A more extensive regional
modelling exercise would be necessary to estimate the impact of such a change to the road network.

4.7

Estimate of Available Capacity

The amount of traffic that can be added through the key intersections will vary with each option, as traffic patterns
change, and in some options, route traffic in a more efficient way. For example a new roadway on the existing
right-of-way provides advantages in the PM peak period, as vehicles returning home in the evening commute
would return northbound through the Ioco Road traffic signal in the two through lanes, rather than turn left onto
Ioco Road in the one constrained left turn bay. The methodology to determine remaining capacity for this study is
as follows:

Use existing traffic volumes provided by the City, to model intersection performance at four key
intersections.


Add background traffic growth of 0.5% per annum over 15 years to reflect small scale development that
may occur in the vicinity of the study area.



Redistribute existing traffic on options with new road connections.



Load new development traffic (Ioco Lands) onto the intersections in a manner consistent with the arrival
departure patterns and origin/destinations of new residential traffic.



Develop traffic signal models using Synchro traffic capacity software.



Adjust Intersection timings by using Synchro optimization feature to better accommodate the change in
traffic patterns.



For signalised intersections (Ioco/Ungless/Heritage and David/Forest), determine the point of
intersection failure by utilising the Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU) metric. The Synchro Manual
states “The ICU is the perfect tool for planning applications such as roadway design and traffic impact
studies”. It is given as a ratio of the intersection volume to intersection capacity. A value of 1 reflects the
intersection is operating at capacity. As volume can vary from day to day, a value of 0.9 is preferred as a
limit to allow for some variation in traffic volumes and suggests the intersection is on the verge of
congested conditions. At this level of capacity utilization, there may be individual movements that
experience higher than preferred levels of delay.
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4.8

For un-signalised intersections (Ioco/April/Alderside and Ioco/Maude), determine the point of intersection
failure by utilising traditional delay based Level of Service for critical intersection movements, in this
case, the southbound left turns from the minor street. In this instance a delay above 35 seconds is
considered undesirable based on Highway Capacity Manual Level of Service requirements.

Other considerations

While the purpose of the study is to evaluate east-west capacity. This should not be provided at the expense of
existing residents and their ability to safely get on or off both Ioco Road and East Road. While it is theoretically
possible for Ioco Road to carry close to 2000 vehicles per hour each way, the practical capacity is much less and
primarily reduced by turning vehicles and the need to maintain suitable access for driveways and side roads. High
volumes would lead to fewer safe gaps in traffic to turn into, result in smaller gap acceptance and potentially
increased risk of collisions. Higher volumes also increase visual, noise and greenhouse gas impacts to residents
along Ioco Road and East Road.

4.9

Ioco Road Signalised Intersection Analysis

AM Peak Hour
The analysis shows most options operate similarly in the AM peak hour with similar utilization of intersection
capacity with increasing levels of development traffic added. The exception is the improvements to the
northbound left movement that provide additional capacity and thus lower utilisation. Typically, Intersection
Capacity Utilization performance of 1 would be unacceptable, as it provides no reserve capacity for day-to-day
variations in traffic volume. Preferred values are typically 0.9 or less, therefore in the AM peak hour, in most
scenarios, with no improvements to the intersection, it could accommodate a development of approximately 750
units.
In the AM peak because, Ioco Road has a free right turn for the eastbound right movement, this provides
sufficient capacity, and there is little benefit gained from routing traffic via the new roadway in individual
intersection capacity terms. The option with the new road through Bert Flinn Park actually fares slightly worse,
likely due to more traffic using a constrained (signalised) through movement, rather than the free right turn from
Ioco Road. Performance is very similar between most options.
In the one scenario (Option D) the capacity of the intersection was increased by adding a northbound left turn
bay, capacity increased and utilization reduced, likely as a result of giving the left turn less green time and the
southbound movement more green time.
Figure 4-3 summarises the Intersection Capacity Utilization across the six main road network options and different
traffic volume scenarios.
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Figure 4-3: AM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – Ioco Road Traffic Signal (At Ungless Way/Heritage
Mtn Blvd)
PM Peak Hour
In the PM peak hour, the new road connection provides greater benefit compared with the existing network as it
provides an alternative to the constrained northbound left turn to Ioco Road westbound. However the Option D
scenario again demonstrates that increasing the capacity of the northbound left turn provides considerable
benefits, even accommodating more development traffic than the new road option.
In the PM peak hour we can see that the intersection begins to fail at approximately 450 units with the existing
constrained road network and the single left turn lane to Ioco Road westbound. Moving some of that traffic to the
through lanes and towards a new roadway allows development to increase to around 800 units. However Option
D with the improved northbound left turn allows development to increase to 1,100 units before failure.
Figure 4-4 summarises the Intersection Capacity Utilization across the five main road network options and
different traffic volume scenarios.

Figure 4-4: AM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – Ioco Road Traffic Signal
In summary the Ioco Road/Ungless Way/Heritage Mountain Boulevard intersection in its existing condition with no
new roadway will limit development to 450 units. With the new roadway and redistributed traffic, the intersection
could accommodate up to 800 units (an additional 350). With improvements to the northbound left turn, the
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intersection has greater capacity and therefore could accommodate up to 1,100 units, with no new road, but
subject to the impacts to minor roads and driveways further west along Ioco Road.

4.10

David Avenue/Forest Parkway Signalised Intersection Analysis

The David Avenue/Forest Parkway signalised intersection controls traffic to and from the study area to the north
and east. Existing traffic volumes are much lower than the Ioco Road traffic signal, and less traffic is expected to
route through this intersection regardless of the option. AM and PM peak intersection capacity utilization is shown
in Figure 4-5 and 4-6 respectively. Both figures demonstrate the intersection operating acceptably with all
scenarios having an Intersection Capacity Utilization value of less than 0.7 suggesting congestion is unlikely at
this location.

Figure 4-5: AM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – David Avenue Traffic Signal

Figure 4-6: PM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – David Avenue Traffic Signal
In summary, the David Avenue/Forest Parkway will not be a significant constraint to development of the Ioco
Lands regardless of the road network option and development scenario selected.
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4.11

Ioco Road/April Road/Alderside Road Two-Way Stop Controlled Intersection

This intersection was considered to be a potentially critical constraint to capacity and development potential, given
April Road provides access to the largest residential catchment along Ioco road. As April Road is located to the
north of Ioco Road and all major destinations are located to the east, there is a relatively large soutbound left turn
movement, which will begin to experience greater delays as traffic volumes along Ioco Road increases.
AM Peak Hour
In the AM peak hour, when development reaches approximately 750 units with no new roads, the delays for
southbound left turning vehicles will reach 35 seconds or Level of Service E, which are traditionally considered
undesirable in terms of delay. Those options which provide alternative route options (Options B, F and H), help
considerably by removing some of the existing traffic from Ioco Road and accommodating some of the new traffic
from the Ioco Lands. Options B, F and H offer similar benefits and remove enough traffic to maintain acceptable
performance at this intersection beyond 1,500 new development units. It should be noted that while delays are
considered acceptable, they will still be more than double the 15 second delays currently experienced.

Figure 4-7: AM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – Ioco/April TWSC
PM Peak Hour
In the PM peak hour, east-west volumes are higher than the AM peak, but southbound left volumes are lower.
The number of units that can be accommodated is slightly lower than in the AM peak hour. With no new roads,
the intersection will allow up to 650 new units, and those option with the new roads would again, allow over 1,500
new units.
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Figure 4-8: PM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – Ioco/April TWSC

4.12

Ioco Road/Maude Road Intersection

While the Ioco Road/April Road intersection has the largest residential catchment, the east-west volumes are
relatively low this far west. A further assessment of the Impacts along Ioco Road was undertaken at the east most
intersection (Maude Road) west of the Ioco Road traffic signal. This intersection is a stop controlled intersection
with primarily southbound left traffic movements from a number of multi-family home residential developments
comprising approximately 150 units. Count data was not available for this development, therefore trip rates were
established using ITE trip rates for multi-family homes (category 230). All traffic was assumed to distribute to and
from the east. Therefore the following development trip rates were used:

AM Peak Hour
o SBL – 58
o WBR – 11


PM Peak Hour
o SBL – 27
o WBR – 55

This intersection was assessed as a simple three leg intersection to understand the impacts to the southbound
left turn movement. However Knowle Street lies opposite but slightly offset to the east on the south side, likely
having further negative impacts on traffic operation in this area if assessed as one intersection. Traffic volumes for
Knowle Street were not available at the time of writing hence the limited analysis, further analysis is
recommended but will likely further reduce the performance of the intersection.
AM Peak Hour
The Ioco Road/Maude Road intersection in the AM Peak hour scenario may be the scenario that limits
development of the Ioco Lands the most (subject to a decision on the new road). In the AM peak hour, with the
lowest level of development of 100 units, the delays for southbound left turning vehicles are 34 seconds, just
barely staying within Level of Service D, any increase in traffic beyond this will increase delay to levels
traditionally considered undesirable. Those options which provide alternative route options, help considerably by
removing some of the existing traffic from Ioco Road and accommodating some of the new traffic from the Ioco
Lands. The new road through Bert Flinn Park (Option B and F), or the Strong Road/East Road connectors (Option
H) around the periphery offer similar benefits and remove enough traffic to maintain acceptable performance up to
around 500 new development units.
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Figure 4-9: AM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – Ioco/Maude SC
PM Peak Hour
In the PM peak hour, because there are less vehicles turning southbound left from Maude Road, the intersection
can in theory accommodate more traffic, up to a development of approximately 300 units. With the new road, the
development potential increases to approximately 800 units.

Figure 4-10: PM Peak Hour Intersection Capacity Utilization – Ioco/Maude SC

4.13

Traffic Analysis Summary

In summary, the Ioco Maude Road intersection becomes the limiting constraint, given it has a reasonably high
volume of left turning traffic from the minor road and high east-west though volumes, being closest to Port Moody
Centre. With no new road constructed and most traffic from the Ioco Lands routed along Ioco Road, we estimate
a the road network can accommodate traffic equivalent to approximately 100 single family homes without
introducing unacceptable levels of delay to minor streets.
With a new road (Options B, F and H), some existing traffic and some Ioco Lands traffic will divert to the new
road, reducing east-west volumes on existing roads and enabling a denser form of development. Again, the Ioco
Road/Maude Road intersection is still the limiting constraint, and we estimate a development of 500 units is the
most feasible without introducing unacceptable levels of delay to minor streets. Analysis of Ioco Road/Ungless
Way/Heritage Mountain Boulevard and David Avenue/Forest Parkway also confirm such a development could be
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accommodated through these intersections. Table 4-5 summarise the development potential with each road
network option.
Table 4-3: Approximate Development Limits By Road Network Option Based on Intersection Capacity

Option
Option A
Option B & F
Option E
Option G
Option H

Ioco
Road/Ungless
Way/Heritage
Mountain
Boulevard

David
Avenue/Forest
Parkway

Ioco Road/April
Road/Alderside
Road

Ioco Road/Maude
Road

~450

1500+

~650

~100

~800

1500+

1500+

~500

~500

1500+

~700

Not tested

~500

1500+

~900

Not tested

~800

1500+

1500+

~500

While the above analysis identifies constraints associated with the four intersections analysed, it is important to
note that a majority of any new traffic created by the Ioco Lands will travel beyond the scope of this study through
Port Moody Centre. If any of those intersections or roadways are already congested, a development such as that
at the Ioco Lands, one which may be largely reliant on the car for trips in and out is not consistent with smart
growth principles, and may contribute to increased traffic congestion issues compared with developments located
closer to transit and commercial amenities.
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5.0
Environmental Analysis
Environmental impacts from the construction of a new roadway through Bert Flinn Park or adjacent greenspace
was one of the most significant concerns for this study, and a driver to find alternatives to the proposed use of the
existing right-of-way. To assist in assessing environmental risk of the various options and assist the decision
making process, ISL undertook a desktop review and a preliminary field reconnaissance to determine likely
environmental impacts of each option.
The environmental option analysis is intended to provide an overview, planning level, consideration of potential
environmental effects through comparison of selected environmental criteria and their potential interaction with a
particular transportation corridor option. The environmental option analysis helps identify the advantages and
disadvantages of each option with respect to environmental risk, and assist decision makers to make an informed
decision about the potential risk. The information provided in this report is not to be construed as being
equivalent to detailed environmental assessment of environmental impact assessment. Those levels of
investigation are more suited to later phases of route determination, after consideration of multiple factors which
would refine and narrow potential viable transportation corridors.

5.1

Environmental Criteria

Environmental criteria were developed based on discussion amongst City staff, ISL planning staff, and ISL
environmental management staff. Environmental criteria were selected based on likelihood of interaction
between transportation corridor options. Specifically environmental option analysis, considers at an overview
level, environmental risk based on the anticipated scale, magnitude and intensity of the anticipated corridor
design and associated construction activities. On the identified criteria. A summary of the environmental criteria
selected for analysis is provided in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1: Environmental Criteria
Criteria
Footprint impact (linear)
through greenspace
Footprint impact (area)
through greenspace
Habitat fragmentation
potential
Stream crossings
Potential bridge crossings

Vegetation effects
Regulatory considerations
(Water Sustainability Act )

Regulatory considerations
(Fisheries Act)

Rationale for selection
Length of road has a footprint impact on greenspace. The criterion is ranked
based on the linear distance through a greenspace
Roads in greenspace on steeper ground will have greater footprint that those on
low gradient terrain, due to fillslope and cutslope requirements.
Corridors have the potential to cause ecologically fragment terrestrial, riparian
and aquatic habitats used by vertebrates and invertebrates.
Streams offer aquatic habitat, which can be disrupted by stream crossings. This
criterion is ranked on the number of anticipated watercourse crossings.
Ravines may require bridges, which are expensive to construct/replace. This
criterion is ranked based on the likelihood a bridge or bridges will be required,
versus smaller scale culvert crossings.
Vegetation effects are categorized by predominant cover type, significant tree
stands, seral stage of forest, and amount of disruption.
Works in and about streams require Change Approval or Notification depending
on stream crossing type and may require habitat compensation. All natural
sources of water supply including streams and wetlands are managed through
the WSA. Depending on the category of work, require either a Notification or
Change Approval.
Work affecting fish habitat may require Authorization and offsetting. Fisheries
Act currently requiring Authorization for work that destroys streams inhabited by
fish, but revised Act due in 2019 may have a broader ‘habitat focus (i.e. may
also managed non fish bearing streams that provide fish habitat).
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Complexity of environmental
assessment and impact
assessment
Noise in greenspaces

Species at Risk

Migration corridors
Marine ecology effects
Contaminated soil potential

Trail disruption
Disruption of park integrity

5.2

Degree of impact and location of impact can result in the requirement for
increasing complex environmental assessment, impact assessment, mitigation,
habitat compensation and/or offsetting.
Road corridors have the potential to increase traffic noise and change the
soundscape within greenspaces. This can affect certain species that are less
adapted to the human environment.
Species at risk and their habitats are present in the region and there is potential
habitat that may support these species. Riparian areas are particularly sensitive
due to Pacific water shrew, red-legged frog and western toad potential.
Are there likely minor to major vertebrate migration corridors which could be
affected. If present, what is the likely level of disruption.
Marine environments less well known, and have potentially more unknown
environmental risk.
Historic industrial and commercial activity has the potential to have resulted in
contaminated soil which may have to be assessed and potentially addressed at
design and construction. Assessment
There are numerous trails in the area that could be affected by the selection of a
particular transportation corridor.
Irrespective of ecological considerations, many park users just don’t like the
idea of disrupting park boundaries affecting overall park user experience

Environmental Analysis Methodology

The overview environmental option analysis (EOA) was undertaken to identify the degree of interaction between
identified environmental criteria and the 13 proposed transportation corridor options. Both desktop and field
reconnaissance methods were utilized.
Desktop investigation using planimetric, isometric satellite imagery was the principal means used to assess risk
along with reference to existing environmental databases including:

Community Mapping Network Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping (SHIM)


iMap BC



Wildlife Inventory Tree Survey (WiTS)



British Columbia Conservation Data Centre



Fisheries Inventory System Summary (FISS)



Habitat Wizard



Wildlife alert Reporting Program (WARP)

In addition to the desktop review, ISL completed field reconnaissance.
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5.3

Desktop Investigation Results

5.3.1

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Figure 5-1 provides a snapshot from Port Moody’s GIS system and identifies areas of environmental sensitivity.
Bert Flinn Park is generally classed as medium sensitivity, and the area around Mossom Creek is classed as high
sensitivity. Any new road that would cross Mossom Creek would disrupt areas of high environmental sensitivity,
while the routes through the park would still impact areas classed as medium sensitivity. Options that avoid
impacts to the park and particularly creek crossings would be preferred with regard to minimising environmental
impacts. It should also be noted that parts of the Ioco Lands located within Port Moody also fall within an area of
high environmental sensitivity. As per the OCP, a full environmental assessment will be required that address the
protection and enhancement of environmentally sensitive areas and potential consolidation of environmentally
sensitive areas.

Figure 5-1: Environmentally Sensitive Areas
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5.3.2

Wildlife Sightings

Wildlife sightings were reviewed via the British Columbia Conservation Foundations Wildlife Alert Reporting
Program (W.A.R.P.). Bear, Cougar, Bobcat, Wolf, Coyote, Deer and Eagle sightings in the past year are shown
in figure 5-2 (March 2017-2018), and appear to be predominantly reported by people in their homes, with most
sightings focussed around residential locations; this is logical based on the most likely place for people to observe
and report sightings. The WARP reports sighting records are biased towards observing animals in built out areas
where there are more people, versus greenspaces where people are fewer and animals have better cover. While
there are more WARP reports outside of Bert Flinn Park, the greenspaces are the means by which wildlife
migrate into built out neighbourhoods (and become more visible). Without this proximity and contiguity, wildlife
siting’s would be less than currently reported on the WARP.

Figure 5-2: Wildlife Alert Reporting Program Map (Sightings March 2017-March 2018)
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5.3.3

Species at Risk

Species at Risk within the study area were determined through a review of the Conservation Data Centre
database (CDC). The Conservation Data Centre (CDC) assesses the level that B.C. species or ecological
communities are at risk of being lost. Based on that, the CDC assigns a provincial Conservation Status Rank that
can be used to set conservation priorities. One species at risk was identified within the study area, the Pacific
Water Shrew (Sorex bendirii). The Pacific Water Shrew is a vertebrate mammal that is red listed (Any species or
ecosystem that is at risk of being lost), and ranked S2, meaning it is imperiled. The report states the last observed
date in this location was the late 1800’s. Given that there are current records in similar terrain within 5 km of the
park, and the habitat potential remains along Mossom Creek and other streams, it is more likely than not that the
species is still present, but simply hasn’t been captured due to a lack of sufficient study and investigation since
the late 1800’s to detect the species. More information about the Pacific Water Shrew can be read in the BC
Government profile of species at risk located here https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/environment/plantsanimals-and-ecosystems/species-ecosystems-at-risk/brochures/pacific_water_shrew.pdf.
Other species at risk listed in proximity (i.e. 5 km) of Bert Flinn Park include a non vascular plant Roell’s
Brotherella (Brotherella roelli), and an unidentified masked sensitive occurrence centered in Coquitlam with
overlap into Port Moody. ISL believes this masked occurrence to be for Painted Turtle (Chrysemys picta) in Como
Lake.

Figure 5-3: Identified Species at Risk
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5.4

Field investigations

Over a two-day period (February 23 and February 26, 2018). Field investigations were undertaken both on foot
and in vehicle. Field reconnaissance entailed walking/and or driving of the proposed corridor and collecting field
notes related to the criteria outlined in Table 1. Snow depth during the assessment ranged from 1 -4”.
Within Bert Flinn Park and adjacent greenspaces provided habitat for a wide variety of amphibian, bird and
mammalian wildlife including the following species at risk:


Pacific Water Shrew



Red-legged frog (Rana aurora)



Western Toad (Anaxyrus boreas)

5.5

Observations and anticipated effects

Option A: Use Existing Road Network
The do-nothing option would presumably be considered if there was limited development of the Ioco Lands, and
this option represents the environmental baseline condition that assumes no change in the identified
environmental criteria.
Environmental advantages

No new footprint


Requires no new infrastructure



No environmental regulatory processes are triggered

Environmental disadvantages

Residents of Ioco Road would see greater noise, emissions, visual intrusion, and delays as they
negotiate existing transportation routes
Option B: Bert Flinn Existing Right-of Way
Environmental advantages

Fewer stream crossings relative to Option F


Partially occupies existing cleared land

Environmental disadvantages

Effectively bisects the park greenspace even though it is located on existing ROW resulting in ecological
and habitat fragmentation


Significant disruption of greenspace (habitat) integrity



Central location would have a significant effect on soundscapes, potentially affecting some species



Multiple stream crossings and stream relocation required



Proximity or possible disruption of sensitive wetlands



Significant trail disruption in the northwest corner of park



Major ravine crossing (bridge)



Potential effects on species at risk associated with streams, riparian areas and wetlands



Significant environmental regulatory oversight and review per the Water Sustainability Act
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Option C: Sunnyside Road/East Road Improvements
The Sunnyside Road/East Road corridor from 1st Avenue to David Avenue is approximately 5km in length. East
Road.
Environmental advantages

Does not transit park or contiguous greenspace


Uses existing built road



Existing stream crossings, which may only requiring extensions or upgrades as opposed to new
crossings and clearings



Less regulatory concern with upgrades to existing

Environmental disadvantages

Longer route leading to increased emissions


More noise along corridor with existing residents

Option D: Ioco Road Improvements
The Ioco Road corridor from 1st Avenue Road to Heritage Mountain Boulevard is approximately 4km in length.
Environmental advantages

Does not significantly transit park or contiguous greenspace


Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park



Does not impact existing wildlife corridors



Has relatively less potential effect on existing watercourses or wetlands

Environmental disadvantages

Numerous existing watercourses, which will at some point, require upgrading and temporary road
shutdowns and detours


Possible noise and emissions increases associated with slower traffic throughput and bottlenecks



Some potential for encountering contaminated soils with road upgrades

Option E: Strong Road Connector
This new connector would be approximately 1.5km in length and connect Ludlow Lane to Strong Road.
Environmental advantages

Distance through greenspace is relatively low compared to Option B, Option F, and Option L


Only two watercourse crossings

Environmental disadvantages

Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through Park. Park impacts are estimated to be
8,400m2 of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).


Crosses a major ravine that is environmentally sensitive and that would support species at risk including
but not limited to red-legged frog, western toad and Pacific Water shrew.



Requires approximately 1km of new roadway including a 250m bridge span to cross Mossom Creek.



Fragments habitat in Bert Flinn Park



Effects soundscape in Bert Flinn Park, which can affects some species



Significant environmental regulatory review from province per the WSA (Change Approval) and DFO per
the Fisheries Act
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Option F: Bert Flinn North Perimeter
While this option still routes the roadway through the Park, it would do so on its perimeter.
Environmental advantages

Less disruption through ecological sensitive area (park) core.
Environmental disadvantages

Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through Park, occupying approximately 26,000m 2
of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes)


Steep terrain in portions may require significant additional footprint impacts associated with fillslope and
cutslope.



Requires 2km of new roadway including a 250m bridge span to cross Mossom Creek, area would
support species at risk habitat.



A second ravine on the east leg may require another bridge.



Ecotones (edge areas between ecological units) can have higher species diversity than non edge areas



Up to 6 stream crossings needed



Fragments aquatic and terrestrial habitat.



Anticipated affects on wildlife movement through Bert Flinn Park

Option G: East Road Connector
This connector essentially bypasses southern part of East Road and the Forest Park Way intersections and
carries traffic directly from East Road/Strong Road to the David Avenue roundabout north approach.
Environmental advantages

Reduces impacts to Bert Flinn Park


Only one to two stream crossings affected



Less disruption of contiguous older seral stage forest

Environmental disadvantages

Impacts the east periphery of Bert Flinn Park


Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through park, occupying approximately 11,800m 2 of
land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).



Anticipates some effect on wildlife movement on the eastern periphery of Bert Flinn Park.



Altered soundscape in the northern portion of park may affect sensitive species.

Option H: Strong Road and East Road Connector
This new connector would be in two parts, the first identical to Option E, approximately 1.5km in length and
connect Ludlow Lane to Strong Road, the second identical to Option G, connecting East Road directly to Heritage
Mountain Boulevard.
Environmental advantages

Does not bisect Bert Flinn Park in two, impacts primarily to the periphery of the park.


Less disruption of contiguous older seral stage forest



Only two watercourse crossings.

Environmental disadvantages

Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through Park. Park impacts are estimated to be
20,125m2 of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes).


Crosses a major ravine that is environmentally sensitive and that would support species at risk including
but not limited to red-legged frog, western toad and Pacific Water shrew.



Requires approximately 2km of new roadway including a 250m bridge span to cross Mossom Creek.
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Would disrupt wildlife corridors



Fragments habitat in Bert Flinn Park



Effects soundscape in Bert Flinn Park, which can affects some species



Significant environmental regulatory review from province per the WSA (Change Approval) and DFO per
the Fisheries Act

Option I: East Road Short Connector
This connector is similar to Option G but shorter and located further to the east. It bypasses only the Forest
Parkway intersections and carries traffic directly from East Road to David Avenue.
Environmental advantages

Does not impact Bert Flinn Park.


Less fragmentation relative to larger greenspace

Environmental disadvantages

Two streams and associated riparian areas in forest likely to be affected.


Increased noise.



Some additional fragmentation, island biogeography issues with small remnant habitat island, along with
reduction in wildlife migration potential



Requires approximately 200m of new roadway

Option J: April Road and Existing Right-of-Way
A short connection between April Road and David Avenue could be constructed with connection into the Ioco
Lands from April Road further south. While this road would also cut through parkland, it would be along the
existing, primarily cleared alignment, and traffic volumes would be relatively low.
Environmental advantages

Existing primarily cleared existing alignment


Fewer watercourses relative to some options

Environmental disadvantages

Alignment would utilise part of the existing road right-of-way and require creation of new right-of-way
through park, occupying approximately 19,000m2 of land for the proposed cross-section (i.e. not
including slopes)


Will cross Hett Creek



Contributes to ecological habitat fragmentation, although less so than other options



Will potentially affect wildlife movement through Bert Flinn Park, but perhaps less so than other options

Option K: April Road - Parkside Drive
This is similar to the above alignment, and provides a short connection between April Road and Parkside Drive.
Environmental advantages

Limited construction length in park


Is in proximity to headwaters of one watercourse but may not actually cross this watercourse



Unlikely to trigger DFO project review

Environmental disadvantages

Alignment would require creation of new right-of-way through park, occupying approximately 8,500m2 of
land for the proposed cross-section (i.e., not including slopes)


Requires approximately 500m of new roadway



May impact wildlife movement and increase habitat fragmentation
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Disrupts park integrity



Greater noise and visual intrusion in park



Will impact 3 trails in Bert Flinn Park, specifically, Off-Leash Trail, Lower Backyard Trail, Stinger

Option L: Alternative Heritage Connection
This option transect the southern portion of Bert Flinn Park.
Environmental advantages

Younger seral stage forest affected in west leg of corridor
Environmental disadvantages

Long corridor through park.


Steep slope gradient would contribute to larger footprint impact on a per metre square basis



Noise increases potentially affecting some species, although anticipated to be less than other options
going through the north core



Seven stream crossings with instream works requiring regulatory review per the Water Sustainability Act



Potential DFO review with proposed changes to the federal Fisheries Act (post 2019)



Significant disruption of park user experience in this southern portion of the park



Crosses multiple trails eliminating trail user experience in southern portion of park

Option M: Railway Right-of-way
Combining the railway alignment and existing Ioco Road would open up opportunities to improve east-west
connectivity.
Environmental advantages

Does not impact any trails in Bert Flinn Park


Most watercourses culverted so impacts to watercourse less significant compared to existing open
channels

Environmental disadvantages

Possible DFO review interest to restore fish access with rail conversion to road


Contaminated soils may be associated with heavy long duration rail use

Option N: Burrard Inlet Bridge
This option has the potential to remove a significant portion of existing east-west traffic bound for municipalities to
the south and west from the study area.
Environmental advantages

Avoids impacts in Bert Flinn Park


Reduced effect on streams



Less effect on wildlife corridors



Limited ecological habitat fragmentation

Environmental disadvantages

Requires 1.2km long bridge over Burrard Inlet, which would require piers to be constructed within
sensitive marine habitats


Potential disruption of fish migration staging areas



Marine ecological effects that require determination



Subject to configuration at each end, may impact terrestrial environmental areas.
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5.6



Will cross the Burrard Inlet – a major project. Would require very significant, complex, and costly
environmental study and review, DFO Authorization and Navigation Protection Act approval



Possible contaminated soil issues associated with construction on either shore in proximity to rail
terminals and port facilities

Option Ranking Matrix

To assist with ascertaining environmental risk associated with a particular corridor option and to better quantify
the more qualitative effects assessment outlined in the observations above, ISL analysed each environmental
criterion in Table 5-1 using a semi-quantitative ranking matrix (Table 5-2).
Each individual environmental criterion was considered against likelihood of effect for each corridor option. ISL
assigned each criterion a number between 1 and 13 based on the number of options analysed in the matrix. The
ranking number sequence is arbitrary but with 1 representing least risk (lowest intensity, scale or magnitude of
effect) and 14 representing most risk. Where there was no perceived difference in risk for a particular criteria in
cross comparing options, the same ranking number was permitted to be used for multiple criteria, (i.e. ties are
possible in this ranking system). Where multiple ranks were used, it was necessary for the evaluator to re-weight
rankings to avoid introducing unintended bias. An example would be the criteria of Marine Ecology. This criteria
has the highest ranking under Option N, and the next highest ranking under Option M. However, the risk for
Option M is much lower than for Option N, so assigning the next lowest rank (13) would overestimate risk.
Accordingly, the evaluator arbitrarily assigned Option M a rank of 6 (a little less than half as much risk to marine
ecology compared to Option N. The balance of options were assigned a ranking of 1, since they were considered
to have little risk to marine ecology.
To further compare impacts a more qualitative Harvey Ball system was also used to better distill the key impacts
into one overall assessment of each option, for example, it is very easy to review Option N with no on-land
impacts and attribute a Worst/Most impact evaluation, based on the marine impacts.
The A ‘do nothing’ option establishes the environmental criteria ranking baseline of 14. The options with the
greatest potential environmental effect based on the criteria analyzed at this overview level are Option F, Option
B, and Option L. This largest risk ranking is related to the amount of disruption of existing greenspace, aquatic
habitat and migration corridors. The next most impactful is Option E, due to the Mossom Creek crossing, which is
anticipated to have significant environmental effect. Option N (marine crossing is ranked as the 5 th most impactful
option, despite scoring the second highest impacts (14) across many criteria (only option B had more impactful
ranked criteria). This suggests that the criteria used to adjudicate environmental risk are weighted toward
terrestrial and freshwater aquatic effects assessment, which skew the ranking of the marine crossing
environmental risk. To be clear, a major project such as a bridge across Burrard Inlet/Port Moody Harbour entails
significant environmental risk which is not fully captured using this ranking matrix with a focus on impacts to Bert
Flinn Park.
Option J stands somewhat on its own in terms of impact, and nearby Option K is surprisingly ranked 17 points
below the potential risk posed by Option J. Options K’s relatively low ranking is principally related to its short
length and relative lack of watercourse crossings. None-the-less, Option K and J share very similar risks with
respect to habitat fragmentation, footprint, and vegetation effects.
With the exception of the do nothing option (Option A), Option C and D was the transportation corridor option with
the lowest environmental risk, since they utilized an existing road corridor and was entirely outside of the Bert
Flinn Park and other contiguous greenspace. Option M, and G were the next least impactful from an
environmental risk assessment perspective.
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Table 5-2: Ranking of Potential Environmental Effects
Environmental
Criteria

Option
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

1

12

4

3

8

14

9

11

6

10

7

13

2

5

1

14

4

3

10

13

10

11

6

9

8

12

2

5

1

14

5

3

8

13

7

12

6

10

9

11

4

2

1

9

8

11

5

13

2

12

2

4

3

14

10

4

Potential bridge crossings

1

4

2

2

4

7

2

2

2

2

2

7

2

13

Vegetation effects

1

14

4

3

6

13

8

12

7

10

9

11

2

5

1

11

9

10

10

13

2

12

10

6

5

14

7

4

1

7

6

10

13

6

4

12

7

5

8

9

11

14

1

10

2

3

9

10

4

10

6

7

5

8

5

14

1

14

3

5

10

12

8

11

7

9

6

13

4

2

Footprint impact (linear)
through greenspace
Footprint impact (area)
through greenspace
Habitat fragmentation
potential
Stream crossings

Regulatory considerations
(Water Sustainability Act )
Regulatory considerations
(Fisheries Act)
Complexity of EA, EIA,
Mitigation, Compensation
and/or offsetting
Noise potentially affecting
species
Species at Risk effects

1

11

4

5

13

12

7

14

9

8

2

10

3

6

Migration corridors

1

14

4

2

11

13

7

12

8

6

5

9

3

10

Marine ecology effects

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

14

Contaminated soil
potential

1

2

4

6

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

10

8

71

106

Evaluation Scoring

14
137
60
67
110 142
73
134
79
89
72
134
Note: 1 represents lowest risk and 14 represents highest risk in this matrix

Harvey Ball
Evaluation
Worst/Most Impact

Best/Least Impact
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6.0
Parks and Trails
This section considers primarily the effects of the road options on park user experience, such as trail impacts,
noise, and general park continuity. The extents of Bert Flinn Park are identified on the City’s GIS maps as shown
in Figure 6-1. Importantly, the existing right-of-way is not identified as parkland, albeit it is used as de facto
parkland. It is also important to note that while the map suggests the park stops at the Port Moody/Anmore
boundary, the green space continues north into the Village of Anmore.

Figure 6-1: Bert Flinn Park Extents
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6.1

Trail Impacts

Figure 6-2 identifies all of the trails within Bert Flinn Park as identified via www.trailforks.com. Subject to the road
network option, the impacts vary. Table 6-1 provides a breakdown of the trails in the park and which options
impact which trails. These trails are used by hikers, bikers, walkers and dog walkers. Some trails are orientated
more towards different user groups, for example the off-leash area along the right of way is likely to be used more
by dog walkers, offering little attraction to mountain bikers, other than as a means of access. Likewise, the Starz
trails are intended primarily as mountain bike trails, albeit all users are permitted on them. Impacts to any one trail
has the potential to affect the use and enjoyment of Bert Flinn Park for all user groups.

Figure 6-2: Bert Flinn Park Trail Map
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Table 6-1: Summary of Trail Impacts
Option
Bert Flinn Park Trails
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H







I

J

K

L

M

N

O

0

0

0

0

Backyard Bikes
Bert Flinn Loop










April Climb Trail
Fence Line Trail
Flavelle




Flavelle Shortcut
Hett Creek Trail



Home Run
Jo-Jo Finn’s Green
Spectacles
Lower Backyard Trail




Lower Line
NS-Connector




NorthStarz







Off-Leash Loop Trail

 

April Path
Starz-Line 1





Starz-Line 1 Jumps
Starz-Line 2
Starz-Line 3









Stinger




Strong Road Connector
The Finn-ish Line
Trails Impacted

0

7

0

0

3

9

2

5

1

1

3
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6.2

Trail Use

The Strava app is a popular app used by mountain bikers, runner, commuters, and hikers to record their activities
and track performance. The website summarises that collective activity data into a heatmap, demonstrating which
routes are used most. Figure 6-3 shows the Strava Heatmap for the study area. The map highlights that all trails
within Bert Flinn Park are utilised and some just as much, if not more than the road options. It should be noted
this is just a sample of trail use, and it fails to capture those not using the app.

Figure 6-3: Bert Flinn Park Trail Usage Heatmap via Strava
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6.3

Option Analysis with Respect to Park and Trail Effects

Table 6-2 provides a similar ranking of park and trail impacts to that of the environmental assessment, and like
the environmental analysis, those options which include a new road connection through the park, have the
greatest impacts. The same Harvey Ball system is used to easily demonstrate which options have the greatest
impacts to park users.
Table 6-2: Ranking of Potential Environmental Effects
Option
Criteria
Noise in park
Trail crossing
disruption
Disruption of park
integrity

Evaluation
Scoring
Harvey Ball
Evaluation

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

1

14

1

1

10

12

8

11

1

9

6

13

4

2

1

9

1

1

5

13

4

5

1

3

5

1

1

1

1

14

1

1

11

13

10

12

1

9

9

10

1

1

20

24

6

4

3
37
3
3
26
38
22
28
3
21
Note: 1 represents lowest risk and 13 represents highest risk

Worst/Most Impact

Best/Least Impact

All park options that include a new road connection through the park have considerable impact on existing trails,
and while the number of trails may vary, the impacts will be considerable for the users, with significant shortening
of routes, need to cross a new arterial roadway, discontinuity and interruption and loss of trail features.
With regard to noise, those options that route around the periphery will have a lesser impact on noise in the park,
than those that cut through the middle, however the impacts will still be considerable, the options will still impact
park users, but the impacts would be higher at the park perimeter than through the centre.
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7.0
Costs and Development Potential
The cost of construction for each of the options varies quite considerably. All costs include 12% for engineering
and a 40% contingency. Furthermore they are all based on the same cross section with the exception of Option
N, which due to the significance of the piece of infrastructure we would expect to be built to a higher capacity. It
should be noted that the costs are only for construction and do not include more intangible costs such as loss of
parkland and impacts to the environment.
For comparison, the approximate number of units that could be supported by each option is also shown in Table
7-1. This allows for a simple comparison of the options in terms of construction cost and development potential.
The results confirm that the new road through Bert Flinn Park or similar variation could allow for an additional 400
units on the Ioco Lands, compared with relying on the existing road network.
The cost estimate breakdowns are provided in Appendix C, albeit they have been rounded up in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Costs and Development Potential of Each Option
Option
Option A: Existing Road Network
Option B: Bert Flinn Existing Right-of Way
Option C: Sunnyside Road/East Road Improvements
Option D: Ioco Road Improvements
Option E: Strong Road Connector
Option F: Bert Flinn North Perimeter
Option G: East Road Connector
Option H: Strong Road and East Road Connector
Option I: East Road Short Connector
Option J: April Road and Existing Right-of-Way
Option K: April Road - Parkside Drive
Option L: Alternative Heritage Connection
Option M: Railway Right-of-Way
Option N: Burrard Inlet Bridge
Option O: TDM Alternatives
Option P: Tunnel Through Bert Flinn Park

Cost
$0
$50M
<$5M
<$5M
$50M
$50M
<$5M
$50M
<$5M
<$5M
<$5M
N/A
$50M
$1B
Varies
>$100M

Units
~100
~500
N/A
~100
N/A
~500
N/A
~500
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
~500
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8.0
Options Recommended for Further Analysis
The purpose of the study was to investigate and compare all alternatives to the present right-of-way in Bert Flinn
Park. Based on the analysis undertaken, a number of options were rejected for further analysis as they provide
little benefit in terms of their ability to attract vehicle trips from the Ioco Lands. Others were rejected for further
analysis due to the high cost or property constraints, and ultimately the remaining options were determined to be
suitable for further analysis.

8.1

Options Not Suitable for Further Analysis

A number of options were rejected for further consideration as they provided little benefit in terms of redistributing
existing traffic or accommodating that of the proposed Ioco Lands development. Figure 8-1 highlights those
options which may have been feasible in cost terms but rejected due to the limited benefit they provide.

Figure 8-1: Options Rejected Due to Limited Benefits
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Figure 8-2 shows the three options that were rejected primarily due to the high cost, or in the case of Option M,
the requirement to use an operational railway alignment, and the limited likelihood of the right-of-way becoming
available for other transportation options.

Figure 8-2: Options Rejected Due to Cost
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8.2

Options Suitable for Further Analysis

Four options were identified as suitable for further analysis, while a fifth, Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) should be considered for any development regardless of the road network option pursued. The selected
options are shown in Figure 8-3 and include the existing road network option, upgrades to Ioco Road, the existing
right-of-way, and an alternative to that, the combination of the Strong Road connection and East Road
Connection.

Figure 8-3: Options Selected for Further Consideration
The preferred options allow varying levels of increase in traffic without creating unacceptable levels of delay at
key intersections within the study area. The existing road network option and the Ioco Road improvement option
will only allow approximately 100 new single family homes to be developed, or a development with equivalent trip
generation characteristics. This is broadly in line with the 111 units permitted in the Ioco Lands under current
zoning allowances.
The potential new road along the existing road right-of-way, or a variation using the Strong Road and East Road
connection would divert some existing traffic and accommodate some new traffic from development of the Ioco
Lands, allowing approximately 500 single family homes or equivalent trip generation. Both these options come
with considerable environmental, park and residential property impacts.
The delays created by traffic for the given development sizes were considered to be acceptable in terms of typical
traffic performance metrics, however, some residents will see increased traffic past their property, related noise
and visual impacts, reduced gaps in traffic when turning from minor roads, and longer travel times as a result of
any development of the Ioco Lands.
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The transportation demand management option could comprise many different initiatives intended to reduce
reliance on the automobile and the number of single occupancy vehicle trips. It is not exclusive to any one road
network option and should be considered as a part of any new development.

8.3

Next Steps

The analysis presented in this report is intended to provide a better understanding of the impacts and
opportunities of different road network options and the extent of development that may be feasible with each, with
a view to understanding the benefits of a new roadway through Bert Flinn Park, and understanding the
consequences of a decision to provide such a road, or not.
It is not the intention that the developer be bound to the land use conclusions drawn in this report. As the Ioco
Lands are designated a Special Study Area, the developer will be required to prepare comprehensive plans to
demonstrate the scope of their proposed development, its impacts on the surrounding communities and how they
propose to mitigate those impacts.
Prior to such analysis being undertaken, this report provides the City of Port Moody with an understanding of the
development possibilities and advantages and disadvantages of each road network option. It raises the following
key questions which should be considered by Council, and asked of the developer at the appropriate time:










Is Council or the developer willing to proceed with a development that complies with existing zoning?
Are 500 new single family homes, or higher density with equivalent trip generation sufficient for the
developer to support the costs of the new road and bridge? Is either council willing to take on the
ongoing maintenance of such a roadway and bridge structure?
Is an additional 400 single family homes, or higher density with equivalent trip generation an acceptable
return to Council for the environmental, park and property impacts associated with the new road?
Does the developer propose an alternative land use and associated measures to reduce trip generation,
which would allow higher densities of development and is this acceptable to Council?
Are the residential impacts to properties on Ludlow Lane, Strong Road and East Road acceptable to the
Village of Anmore or the home owners?
Is the Ioco Lands site an appropriate place to locate such a significant amount of new development?
Does development within the Port Moody section of land align with the City’s four pillars of sustainability?
Would the traffic from the Ioco Lands development have impacts outside the scope of this study, i.e. Ioco
Road, Murray Street, Barnet Highway? Should the developer be required to assess traffic impacts to a
larger study area?

Responsibility lies with the developer to provide detailed information with regard to the development content and
transportation improvements proposed, and to undertake a full transportation impact study to identify impacts to
existing intersections, the change in delays for existing residents, and the infrastructure or service provision
proposed to mitigate the identified impacts.
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Appendix A
Option Drawings
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Appendix B
Cost Estimates
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David Avenue Extension Cost Estimate

Typical Section Width

Item

Option B

Total Length

1950

meter

Total Length

900

meter

Bridge Length

250

meter

Bridge Length

250

meter

16.1

meters

Park Impact

25921

Metre²

Park Impact

8372

Metre²

Notes

Unit

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Removals

`
Metre³

Earthworks (removals)
Removal of Railway

Option E

Has not been adressed

Clearing and Grubbing

18052.125

$

38.00

$

Metre²

0

$

-

$

Metre²

25921

$

15.00

$

685,980.75
388,815.00

8331.75

$

38.00

$

0

$

-

$

8372

$

15.00

$

316,606.50
125,580.00

Relocations / Adjustments
Hydro / Telus Pole Relocations

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

Traffic Signal (by Intersection)

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

Fire Hydrant Relocation

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

Hydro/Tel Kiosk Relocation

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

Catch Basin Relocation

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

Regrade Residential Driveway

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

Adjust MH's, Valves & Junction Boxes

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

New Standard Road Signs

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

Wayfinding Signage

Has not been adressed

Each

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

CBC (150mm)

Metre²

27370

$

10.50

$

287,385.00

10465

$

10.50

$

109,882.50

SGSB (300mm)

Metre²

27370

$

18.00

$

492,660.00

10465

$

18.00

$

188,370.00

Asphalt Base (85mm Thickness)

Metre²

27370

$

25.50

$

697,935.00

10465

$

25.50

$

266,857.50

Asphalt Overlay (40mm Thickness)

Metre²

27370

$

16.00

$

437,920.00

10465

$

16.00

$

167,440.00

New Curb and Gutter

Metre

3400

$

80.00

$

272,000.00

1300

$

80.00

$

104,000.00

New Sidewalk c\w CBC

Metre²

3400

$

60.00

$

204,000.00

1300

$

60.00

$

78,000.00

New MUP (50 mm Asphalt 150mm CBC)

Metre²

5100

$

27.50

$

140,250.00

1950

$

27.50

$

53,625.00

Grass Boulevard Landscaping

Metre²

5100

$

28.00

$

142,800.00

1950

$

28.00

$

54,600.00

Light Standard Installation/Relocation

Each

85

$

6,000.00

$

510,000.00

33

$

6,000.00

$

195,000.00

Bridge

Metre²

4025

$

5,000.00

$

20,125,000.00

4025

$

5,000.00

$

20,125,000.00

Culverts

Metre

0

$

500.00

$

0

$

500.00

$

Construction

Subtotal
Miscellaneous

$

24,604,000.00

0%

$

12%

$

2,953,000.00

$

2,625,000.00

Contingency

40%

$

9,842,000.00

$

8,748,000.00

$

37,399,000.00

$

33,242,000.00

H:\projects\32000 PoMo David Avenue Extension Study\01_Design\14_Cost_Estimates\140_Concept\32000-180227-PoMo David Ave_Concept Cost Estimate-R3\32000-180227-PoMo David Ave_Concept Cost Estimate-R3

$

21,869,000.00

Engineering Design and Construction

Total Construction

-

$

-

-

1 of 3
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Option F

Option G

Option I

Option J

Total Length

2030

meter

Total Length

960

meter

Total Length

190

meter

Total Length

1195

meter

Bridge Length

250

meter

Bridge Length

0

meter

Bridge Length

0

meter

Bridge Length

0

meter

Park Impact

25760

Metre²

Park Impact

11753

Metre²

Park Impact

0

Metre²

Park Impact

18837

Metre²

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

18792.725

$

38.00

$

0

$

-

$

25760

$

15.00

$

0

$

10,000.00

$

0

$

230,000.00

0

$

0

$

0
0

714,123.55

$

38.00

$

337,713.60

$

38.00

$

0
0

$

-

$

$

15.00

$

66,839.15

11062.7125

$

38.00

$

-

0

-

18837

$

-

$

$

15.00

$

420,383.08

0

$

-

$

$

15.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

$

-

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

50,000.00

$

-

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

$

2,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

28658

$

10.50

$

300,909.00

15456

$

10.50

$

162,288.00

3059

$

10.50

$

32,119.50

19239.5

$

10.50

$

202,014.75

28658

$

18.00

$

515,844.00

15456

$

18.00

$

278,208.00

3059

$

18.00

$

55,062.00

19239.5

$

18.00

$

346,311.00

28658

$

25.50

$

730,779.00

15456

$

25.50

$

394,128.00

3059

$

25.50

$

78,004.50

19239.5

$

25.50

$

490,607.25

28658

$

16.00

$

458,528.00

15456

$

16.00

$

247,296.00

3059

$

16.00

$

48,944.00

19239.5

$

16.00

$

307,832.00

3560

$

80.00

$

284,800.00

1920

$

80.00

$

153,600.00

380

$

80.00

$

30,400.00

2390

$

80.00

$

191,200.00

3560

$

60.00

$

213,600.00

1920

$

60.00

$

115,200.00

380

$

60.00

$

22,800.00

2390

$

60.00

$

143,400.00

5340

$

27.50

$

146,850.00

2880

$

27.50

$

79,200.00

570

$

27.50

$

15,675.00

3585

$

27.50

$

98,587.50

5340

$

28.00

$

149,520.00

2880

$

28.00

$

80,640.00

570

$

28.00

$

15,960.00

3585

$

28.00

$

100,380.00

89

$

6,000.00

$

534,000.00

48

$

6,000.00

$

288,000.00

10

$

6,000.00

$

57,000.00

60

$

6,000.00

$

358,500.00

4025

$

5,000.00

$

20,125,000.00

0

$

5,000.00

$

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

48.3

$

500.00

$

24,150.00

32.2

$

500.00

$

16,100.00

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

$

24,814,000.00

$

2,453,000.00

386,400.00

-

$

-

1758.925

11753

$

-

8887.2

176,295.00

-

-

$
$

448,000.00
-

$
$

282,555.00

3,096,000.00
-

$

2,978,000.00

$

295,000.00

$

54,000.00

$

372,000.00

$

9,926,000.00

$

982,000.00

$

180,000.00

$

1,239,000.00

$

37,718,000.00

$

3,730,000.00

$

682,000.00

$

4,707,000.00
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Option K

Option M

Option N

Total Length

545

meter

Total Length

4000

meter

Total Length

1270

meter

Bridge Length

0

meter

Bridge Length

0

meter

Bridge Length

1270

meter

Park Impact

8452.5

Metre²

Park Impact

0

Metre²

Park Impact

0

Metre²

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

5045.3375

$

38.00

$

191,722.83

$

38.00

$

64400
0

$

-

$

$

15.00

$

1,407,140.00

1851.5

$

38.00

$

-

0

-

0

70,357.00

$

-

$

-

$

15.00

$

-

0

$

-

$

8452.5

$

15.00

$

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

0

$

230,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

10,000.00

$

-

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

0

$

50,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,000.00

$

-

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

2,500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

200.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

8774.5

$

10.50

$

92,132.25

64400

$

10.50

$

676,200.00

0

$

10.50

$

-

8774.5

$

18.00

$

157,941.00

64400

$

18.00

$

1,159,200.00

0

$

18.00

$

-

8774.5

$

25.50

$

223,749.75

64400

$

25.50

$

1,642,200.00

0

$

25.50

$

-

8774.5

$

16.00

$

140,392.00

64400

$

16.00

$

1,030,400.00

0

$

16.00

$

-

1090

$

80.00

$

87,200.00

8000

$

80.00

$

640,000.00

0

$

80.00

$

-

1090

$

60.00

$

65,400.00

8000

$

60.00

$

480,000.00

0

$

60.00

$

-

1635

$

27.50

$

44,962.50

12000

$

27.50

$

330,000.00

0

$

27.50

$

-

1635

$

28.00

$

45,780.00

12000

$

28.00

$

336,000.00

0

$

28.00

$

-

0

$

6,000.00

$

-

200

$

6,000.00

$

1,200,000.00

0

$

6,000.00

$

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

0

$

5,000.00

$

-

30607

$

15,000.00

$

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

-

0

$

500.00

$

$
$

-

37030

126,787.50

1,247,000.00
-

$
$

9,417,000.00
-

$

459,105,000.00
459,176,000.00

$

-

$

150,000.00

$

1,131,000.00

$

55,102,000.00

$

499,000.00

$

3,767,000.00

$

183,671,000.00

$

1,896,000.00

$

14,315,000.00

$

697,949,000.00
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